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beams at measurement frequencies when the 4WM gain is reduced toward unity.
Most of this excess noise can be removed with a dual-seeded 4WM scheme. A third
noise source we examine is from a two-beam coupling that degrades the squeezing of
the dual-seeded 4WM process at low frequencies of the order of the atomic transition
linewidth. This noise can be avoided by seeding skew rays in the 4WM gain region.
This gives us an insight to solve this “cross talk” problem by imaging the source
in the 4WM gain region. In addition to studying noise sources, we propose a gain-
independent calibration scheme that relies on higher order correlation function for
the absolute calibration of photodiodes.
Having low frequency squeezing is really important if we record quantum im-
ages with a CCD camera, which has a slow shutter speed. Also, it’s been very
difficult for people to get low-frequency squeezing. We obtain a record level of low-
frequency squeezing using a simple dual-seeding technique. With this study of noise
sources we are closer to having a portable quantum light source using diode lasers.
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The theory of quantum optics was developed in the early 1960s. With the founda-
tions of Roy Glauber’s work [1] researchers have developed a better understanding
of the quantum states of light and developed the theory of non-classical light and
squeezed light produced with nonlinear optics. In our experiments we generate
squeezed light from a four-wave mixing process in hot Rb vapor. In this thesis, we
study the noise properties of the squeezed light generated in a diode laser system
and a Ti:sapphire laser system.
The first part of the thesis is devoted to building the theory of squeezed states
and its application in photodiode calibrations. We construct the squeezed states
from Fock states and coherent states with the displacement operator and the squeez-
ing operator (Chapter 1). Based on squeezed states we develop a gain-independent
calibration scheme for absolute photodiode calibration (Chapter 2). We demon-
strate several schemes for measuring loss of optical elements and atoms.
The second part of the thesis studies the noise sources that need to be re-
moved to use squeezed light in applications. We show in Chapter 3 that the low
frequency classical noise in the squeezed light can be significantly cancelled out us-
ing a dual-seeding technique. This dual-seeding technique, however, can introduce
new complications that involve coupling between the two seeding beams which is
discussed in Chapter 4. We find that this issue can be avoided by seeding with
beams that do not intersect in the gain medium. Using this configuration and by
mapping the image plane, rather than the Fourier plane, into the four-wave mixing
ii
gain region we can prevent cross talk between pixels of an image. Finally, to pro-
duce a portable and cost-effective source of quantum light with semiconductor-based
lasers we need to conquer the phase noise of the diode laser and the feedback noise
from the tapered amplifier. In Chapter 5 we study the mechanisms that introduce
excess noise into the squeezed light. The mechanisms are not well understood yet,
but we at least point out a possible source of this noise.
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Chapter 1: Coherent States and Squeezed States
1.1 Introduction
In 1960, the first lasing signal at optical frequencies was observed by Maiman [2]
and by the end of the same year several laser systems were realized in different
groups. A decade later researchers had better tools to study quantum optics prop-
erly after tunable dye lasers were introduced [3, 4]. Among many other things,
the development of lasers has given researchers a way to understand atomic states
through spectroscopy.
1.2 Fock State, Vacuum State, and Coherent State
One important property of the laser is coherence. A laser generates a coherent
light field with well-defined amplitude and phase. In 1963, Glauber [1] described
the laser output as a coherent state with the symbol |α〉. The coherent states can











where α is the eigenvalue of the mode annihilation operator â and n is the photon
number counted in a given interval for a mode of the optical field with a given
frequency, propagation vector, and polarization. The probability distribution of
sampling the CW laser within a time interval will follow the distribution of the
coherent state in Eq. 1.1. Now, we introduce two Hermitian quadrature operators










(â† − â). (1.3)
Here, q is the analogue of the position coordinate of a mode oscillator and p repre-










Furthermore, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle tells us the product of the vari-





where 〈(∆q̂)2〉 and 〈(∆p̂)2〉 are fluctuations in observables q̂ and p̂ for the same state
|ψ〉. We call |ψ〉 a minimum-uncertainty state when the equality sign in Eq. 1.6
holds. An example of a minimum-uncertainty state is the vacuum state, which is
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when n = 0. The single-mode radiation field in the ground state, vacuum state |0〉,





However, the single-mode number state is a minimum-uncertainty state only for the
ground state.
The quantum harmonic oscillator is an analog of the single-mode radiation
field. Specifically, the ground state of the quantum harmonic oscillator is a coherent
state with α equal zero. We can write down the wave function of the ground state










The wave packet variance will remain the same even if displaced by an amount qα.





















where α = (ω/2h̄)1/2qα. The wave packet in Eq. 1.9 shows the coherent state
in Eq. 1.10 is, at any instant in time, also a minimum-uncertainty state, like the
wave packet of a vacuum state. In other words, the variance ∆q, or fluctuations in
observable q̂, of coherent states will remain the same as the variance of the vacuum
state.
Now, we have a clear picture to explain how a coherent state is a “displaced”
vacuum state. The wave function of coherent states can be simply derived from the
vacuum state wave function using the displacement operator D̂(α). We can rewrite
the coherent states, Eq. 1.1, as




The wave packets of both the vacuum state and coherent states illustrate that
the noise properties of these two states should be the same. Besides the variance of
the coordinate quadrature, there is another orthogonal quadrature, the momentum
quadrature. We can derive the wave packet for the momentum eigenstate and get
the same result, the minimum variance in the momentum wave function. Let’s test
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle for the coherent states from the expectation
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values. The variances of observables q̂ and p̂ in coherent states are












The matrix elements are calculated in rotating frame. We find that both vacuum
state and coherent states are minimum-uncertainty states since they satisfy Eq. 1.7.
1.3 From Coherent to Squeezed Light
The vacuum state and coherent states have the same noise properties for each
quadrature. From Eq. 1.9 the wave packet in each quadrature of the coherent states
does not spread in time even if we have a time dependent displacement on the vac-
uum state. Also, the fluctuations in either quadrature will not change with the
amplitude of the coherent state. These properties make coherent states a good ref-
erence for introducing the squeezed state. From the Heisenberg uncertainty relation
we can have one quadrature of the minimum-uncertainty state with noise lower than
the vacuum noise as long as the noise in the other quadrature is expanded. This is
the general idea of squeezed states. We will discuss some properties of the squeezed
state in this section. A squeezed state still follows the Heisenberg uncertainty princi-
ple although the variance of one of its quadratures is smaller than that of a coherent
5




(zâ†2 − z∗â2)], (1.15)
where
z = reiφ, 0 ≤ r <∞, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. (1.16)
Single-mode squeezed coherent states can be generated with the squeezing operator
from a coherent state
|α, z〉 = Ŝ1(z)|α〉. (1.17)
Note that the squeezing and displacement operators do not commute and their order
matters. The following are expectation values of annihilation and creation operators
that can be used to derive the variances of quadratures of squeezed coherent states
〈α, z|â|α, z〉 = α cosh r − α∗eiφsinh r, (1.18)
〈α, z|â†|α, z〉 = α∗ cosh r − α e−iφsinh r, (1.19)
〈α, z|â2|α, z〉 = α2cosh2r − (2|α|2 + 1)eiφcosh r sinh r + α∗2e2iφsinh2r
= (〈α, z|â|α, z〉)2 − eiφcosh r sinh r,
(1.20)
〈α, z|ââ†|α, z〉 = (|α|2 + 1)cosh2r − (α2e−iφ + α∗2eiφ)cosh r sinh r + |α|2sinh2r
= 〈α, z|â|α, z〉〈α, z|â†|α, z〉+ cosh2r,
(1.21)
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〈α, z|â†2|α, z〉 = α∗2cosh2r − (2|α|2 + 1)e−iφcosh r sinh r + α2e−2iφsinh2r
= (〈α, z|â†|α, z〉)2 − e−iφcosh r sinh r.
(1.22)
Before we derive the variances in a squeezed coherent state, we may define rotated
observables qφ/2 and pφ/2 with a rotation by an angle φ/2, where φ is between 0 and










(â†eiφ/2 − âe−iφ/2). (1.24)
The variances of observables q̂φ/2 and p̂φ/2 in a squeezed coherent state are




[〈α, z|(â†2eiφ + â2e−iφ + 2â†â+ 1)|α, z〉










[〈α, z| − (â†2eiφ + â2e−iφ − 2â†â− 1)|α, z〉






From Eqs. 1.25 and 1.26 we can easily show the squeezed coherent state is also a
minimum-uncertainty state. The parameter r in Eq. 1.16 is called the squeezing
7
parameter which determines the degree of squeezing. Without the rotation on the
observables q and p, we can still write down the generalized expression for their
quadrature variance [7]. However, one quadrature can be squeezed while the other
is larger than it would need to be for a symmetric minimum uncertainty state.
Nonetheless, for our ultimate goal, we only care about the squeezing in one of the
quadratures to improve the measurement for phase or amplitude of the field.
1.4 Two-mode Squeezed Light and Four-wave Mixing
From Eqs. 1.15 and 1.17 in preparing the squeezed coherent state we can start
with a coherent state light source at the standard quantum limit and compress
the noise in one quadrature using a nonlinear two-photon process (â†2 and â2). The
coupling strength, the squeezing parameter r, of the nonlinear process will determine
the degree of quadrature squeezing. The squeezing can also be generated from multi-
mode coherent states [8, 9] with the product of creation and annihilation operators
on the correlated modes, for example two-mode squeezed state [10]. A two-mode
squeezed state is a quantum entanglement between two modes of the field. The two
modes can, for example, be two different frequencies, two different polarizations, two
different states of orbital angular momentum, or different k-vectors. The squeezed
quantum fluctuations only exist in the joint properties of the two modes.
Now, we define the two-mode squeezed vacuum state by applying the two-
mode squeezing operator Ŝ2(z) on the two-mode vacuum |0〉a|0〉b. Here we add a
8
subscript 2 to |z〉 for the notation of the two-mode squeezed vacuum state
|z〉2 = Ŝ2(z)|0〉a|0〉b. (1.27)
The two-mode squeezing operator Ŝ2(z) is a two-photon process from annihilation
and creation operators of two different modes that commute
Ŝ2(z) = exp(zâ
†b̂† − z∗âb̂). (1.28)
Since the squeezing only exists in the superposition of the two modes, we define the










(â† − â+ b̂† − b̂). (1.30)
For convenience of calculation we use the two-mode Bogoliubov transformation or
the Baker-Hausdorf lemma to obtain [5]
Ŝ†2 â
†Ŝ2 = â
†cosh r − b̂ e−iφsinh r, (1.31)
Ŝ†2 â Ŝ2 = â cosh r − b̂†eiφsinh r, (1.32)
Ŝ†2 b̂
†Ŝ2 = b̂
†cosh r − â e−iφsinh r, (1.33)
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Ŝ†2 b̂ Ŝ2 = b̂ cosh r − â†eiφsinh r. (1.34)











(cosh2r + sinh2r + 2 sinh r cosh r cos φ).
(1.36)
We find that the two-mode squeezed vacuum state has squeezing in q2 or p2 quadra-

















e−2r (for φ = π).
(1.38)
Both of the squeezed quadratures are in minimum-uncertainty states. The two-








It shows the two-mode squeezing only occurs in the paired states |n〉a|n〉b.
Therefore, we also call the two-mode squeezed light “twin beams”. Two-mode
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Figure 1.1: (a) Energy level diagram for the non-degenerate 4WM pro-
cess in 85Rb. The optical wavelength is λ = 795 nm. The broadened
upper level indicates the Doppler broadening of the transition. Typical
detunings are ∆ = 1.3 GHz and δ = 2 MHz. (b) The geometric phase-
matching condition for the 4WM. We show the k-vectors of the pump
twice, the probe and conjugate beams. The refractive index of Rb vapor
is different for the probe beam and the conjugate beam. To satisfy the
phase-matching condition, the probe and conjugate beams have a small
angle θ ≈ 0.4◦ with the pump beam.
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squeezed light can be generated from the four-wave mixing (4WM) process in three-
level systems [11–14]. The polarization in a medium is described as
Pi = ε0χ
(1)






where χ(n) is a (n+ 1)th rank tensor and the nth-order susceptibility. In the 4WM
process we generate twin beams, the amplified probe beam (Ep) and the conjugate
beam (Ec), from a strong pump beam (Epump) and a weak probe seed beam interact-
ing in a hot rubidium vapor. The twin beams and the pump beam form a double-Λ
system, shown in Fig. 1.1 (a). Based on energy conservation, two pump photons
are converted into a correlated probe and conjugate photon pair when the phase
matching angle, illustrated in Fig. 1.1 (b), is satisfied. The energy conservation and
phase matching conditions
2ωpump = ωp + ωc, (1.41)
2kpump = kp + kc, (1.42)
where ωpump, kpump, ωp, kp, ωc, and kc are frequencies and wave vectors of the pump,
probe, and conjugate beams. Here, k is equal to nω/c and n(ω) is a dispersive index




†ĉ† − ζ∗ψ∗2pumpp̂ĉ), (1.43)
where p̂†, ĉ†, p̂, and ĉ are creation and annihilation operators of the probe and conju-
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gate fields and ζ is the interaction strength from the χ(3) nonlinear polarization. We
treat the undepleted pump field, ψpump, classically in the interaction Hamiltonian.





which, when ĤI is expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators, is
similar to the form of the two-mode squeezing operator, Eq. 1.28. Now we see that
the 4WM is a nonlinear process that can generate two-mode squeezed light.
1.5 Noise Measurements
In our laboratory, we usually generate 4WM with a Ti:sapphire laser [15]. To
make a portable and cost-effective quantum light source in this thesis we try to set
up the experiment using a semiconductor-based laser system. For the experimental
setup discussed in this thesis, we use a tapered amplifier (TA) to amplify the laser
power from a diode laser. The laser frequency output from the TA should follow the
diode laser perfectly so that the linewidth of the output of the TA can be determined
by locking the diode laser. Most of the TA power (typically 700-800 mW) near the
rubidium 85 D1 line will go to the rubidium cell as the pump beam for the four-wave
mixing. To generate the probe beam, we down-shift a portion of the light from the
diode laser by 3.034 GHz with a double-passed 1.5 GHz acousto-optic modulator
(AOM). The pump and probe beams are overlapped in the 1.25 cm long 85Rb cell
with a small angle of 0.4 degrees in order to meet the phase matching conditions of
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the four-wave mixing.
In the experiment we measure the laser noise with photodiode detectors. A
photodiode has its quantum efficiency η, which is defined as the ratio of the number





where i is the photocurrent, e is the modulus of the electron charge, and Φ is the
photon flux. The photon number fluctuations, noise, will appear in the photocurrent






where ∆f is the detector bandwidth, 〈i〉 is the average photocurrent, and RL is the
load resistor of the detector. The square of the photocurrent variance is obtained by
taking the Fourier transform of i(t) and measuring the current fluctuations within
a frequency bandwidth ∆f .
The red curve in Fig. 1.2 shows the intensity noise spectrum measured with a
single photodiode detector and with current going to an RF spectrum analyzer for
the Ti:sapphire laser operating at 795 nm. The laser noise reaches the shot-noise
limit, or standard quantum limit, at frequencies above 700 kHz. The “shot noise”
is a frequency independent and unavoidable intensity noise. The laser contains
additional classical noise, which does not increase linearly with the optical power, at
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Figure 1.2: Spectra of noise power versus frequency for light from a
Ti:sapphire laser, comparing a single detector and balanced detector
scheme. The red curve shows the noise measured with a single detector
for a power of 80 µW and the blue curve shows the noise measured
with a balanced detector for a power of 40 µW on each photodiode.
The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 1 kHz and the video bandwidth
(VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. Electronic noise is subtracted
from these traces. The detector bandwidth is 4 MHz. The intensity
noise is not completely flat because it approaches the limit of detector
bandwidth.
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Figure 1.3: The red, blue, and black curves show the intensity noise of
light source from a Ti:sapphire laser measured with a single detector
for a power of 80 µW, 40 µW, and 20 µW. The resolution bandwidth
(RBW) is 1 kHz and the video bandwidth (VBW) is 100 Hz for these
measurements. The detector bandwidth is 4 MHz. Electronic noise is
subtracted from these traces.
frequencies below 1 MHz, as shot noise does. The classical noise at low frequencies
decreases significantly when we attenuate the optical power (Fig. 1.3). We know
that the vacuum state is also a coherent state. The noise power at low frequencies
will approach the shot noise limit when we attenuate the laser power down to zero
because there is no classical noise that can be added to the vacuum state through
photons. When we approach lower and lower power, the shot noise becomes the
dominant feature.
The classical noise can be removed with the balanced detector scheme, shown
in the blue curve of Fig. 1.2. The balanced detector contains two matched pho-
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todiodes with similar quantum efficiency. It’s a difference amplifier, which can
eliminate the common mode fluctuations. To get a clean shot noise measurement at
low frequencies the laser beam is split into two beams of equal power with a 50:50
beamsplitter and then detected with a balanced detector. Each beam contains the
same amount of classical noise and uncorrelated quantum noise. Only the classical
fluctuations are subtracted by the balanced detector. As we shall see in chapter 3 in
our 4WM experiment we generate quantum correlated twin beams. We get squeezed
noise below shot noise in Fig. 3.2. In our 4WM experiment we generate quantum
correlated twin beams, the probe and conjugate beams, and measure the noise dif-
ference between the probe and conjugate beams, which is called intensity difference
noise. Each beam of the twin beams has its own thermal noise [17] that comes
from the 4WM process, and they are correlated to each other. We get squeezed
noise below shot noise when the quantum correlated thermal noise is subtracted by
the balanced detector. In this thesis we have a similar idea of eliminating classical
noise by dual seeding 4WM to improve the intensity difference squeezing at low
frequencies.
1.6 Applications
Squeezed light can improve the performance in optical communication sys-
tems [18, 19]. Recently, it’s been used for the gravitational wave measurement [20,
21]. One important application is to improve the sensitivity of interferometers so
that scientists can observe spacetime distorted by massive objects, like black holes
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and neutron stars [22]. Many measurements that are limited by the “shot noise
limit” of a laser can have further improvements using squeezed light, for example,
magnetometry [23,24]. People can also encode information into squeezed states for
quantum computation [25]. With a given maximum optical power, squeezed states
allow more information to be encoded.
In our experiment, a correlated twin-beam source can be used for an absolute
calibration of analog photodetectors without any standard reference [26–29]. In the
4WM process the photon pairs are created simultaneously at the same angle but in
opposite directions on either side of the pump, one photon of a pair can be used
as a trigger to tell us that another photon is present in the other beam. These
quantum correlated photon pairs can be used for the calibration of photon-counting
detectors. However, it requires a low gain for the parametric process to ensure that
there is only one photon in a given time interval in each optical mode. On the
other hand, with a 4WM-gain-independent calibration scheme [28], we can measure
the cross-correlation function and autocorrelation function of the intensities from
both detectors to enable the quantum efficiency calibration of analog photodetec-
tors. The cross-correlation function and auto-correlation function correspond to the
coincidence rate and the single count rate of the reference detector for the calibration
of photon-counting detectors.
The 4WM process without a cavity allows the probe and conjugate beams
to have a range of transverse wave vectors with good phase-matching. This gives
us a promising way to generate multi-spatial-mode quantum-correlated images and
improve the sensitivity in a twin-image subtraction measurement [30]. In our ex-
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periment, we try to improve the squeezing at low frequencies so that the detection
of quantum-correlated images will not be limited by the low-frequency noise. This
should allow the future sub-shot-noise detection of trace absorption signals using
imaging detectors, for example, the biological imaging at low light level. In par-
ticular, integrating detectors like CCD cameras with shutter time on the order of
millisecond look at light over a range of low frequencies. It is the integrated squeez-
ing over this range of frequencies that will determine if lower noise can be achieved.
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Chapter 2: Photodiode Calibrations with Squeezed Light
2.1 Introduction
Photodetector calibration is quite important in many fields. We need to cali-
brate the photodetector so that the detector can give us a correct value of the light
signal. For example, patients with severe acute respiratory infection when infected
with the coronavirus disease need to monitor their own oxygen saturation with the
pulse oximeter. The oximeter contains a photodetector to detect red and infrared
light signals that pass through a body part. A calibrated photodetector can provide
accurate health information for treatment.
Quantum correlated twin beams from the 4WM process could be used for the
calibration of the absolute quantum efficiency of analog photodiodes [27–29,31]. The
twin beams (the probe beam and the conjugate beam) are generated in pairs. In
the previous chapter we showed that these twin beams display two-mode squeezing.
Ideally, each beam has the same photon number that has been generated from the
pump beam. In the 4WM process the photon pairs are created simultaneously at
the same angle but in opposite directions on either side of the pump, one of the
photons can be used as a trigger to tell us there is another photon present in the
other beam.
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The idea of the absolute calibration for photodetectors has been demonstrated
with correlated photons based on the parametric down-conversion process [26,32,33].
The pump photons are converted into correlated photon pairs under the constraints
of momentum and energy conservation. Both photons in a pair are generated si-
multaneously, in directions on either side of the pump. The detection of one photon
of the pair provides information about the other photon. In the calibration process
two uncalibrated single-photon detectors are prepared to be calibrated. Neither one
needs to be a calibrated standard detector. One of the detectors can be treated
as the trigger for the other detector. If this trigger detector misses a photodetec-
tion due to its own quantum inefficiency, it will not result in a trigger count for
the calibration. When it does trigger, the probability that the detector-under-test
registers a count is an estimate of the detector efficiency. However, all the losses in
the detector-under-test channel need to be measured and included in the calculation
of the total quantum efficiency of the detector-under-test. The absolute quantum
efficiency can be derived from the total number of coincidence counts, the total
number of trigger counts, and the total losses in the entire detection channel.
We use a similar idea to calibrate analog photodiodes. The quantum-correlated
twin beams from the 4WM process are generated in continuous waves. We measure
the optical power of the twin beams with analog photodiodes instead of registering
photon numbers with photon counters. The cross-correlation function between the
twin beams is like the “coincidence counts,” registering the similarity of the noise
fluctuations. The role of the single count rate is taken by the auto-correlation
function of the reference beam, the probe beam or the conjugate beam. The total
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losses in the optical path will affect the correlation between the twin beams so that
we need to separate out the loss in the optical path from the inefficiency of the the
detector itself.
2.2 Correlation Functions
Here we calculate correlation functions for the twin beams and express mea-
sured correlation functions through the photocurrents with the quantum efficiency
of uncalibrated photodetectors. In Eq. 1.43 of the previous chapter we defined the
two-mode squeezing operator
Ŝ2(z) = exp(zp̂
†ĉ† − z∗p̂ĉ), (2.1)
and the displacement operator
D̂p(α) = e
αp̂†−α∗p̂. (2.2)
Here we add a subscript 2 to the notation of the single-mode squeezed coherent
states, |α, z〉, for the notation of the two-mode squeezed coherent states. The two-
mode squeezed coherent states can be generated with the squeezing operator from
a coherent state
|α, z〉2 = Ŝ2(z)D̂p(α)|0〉p|0〉c. (2.3)
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We use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff theorem to obtain the two-mode squeezed
coherent states, Eq. 2.3, in terms of the number states.



















(cosh r)n+1 m! n!
|m+ n〉p|m〉c
(2.4)
For the two-mode squeezed vacuum state it only contains the paired states |n〉p|n〉c.
The twin-photons are generated pair by pair for the unseeded 4WM process. For the
seeded 4WM process the two-mode squeezed coherent states, Eq. 2.4, will become
paired states, that are displaced due to a coherent state seed in one of the beams.
The amplified probe beam contains the original probe seed beam. We could still use
the twin-beams from the seeded 4WM process for the absolute calibration of analog
photodiodes. Just keep it in mind that one of the twin-beams contains the probe
seed beam.
The expectation values of the amplified probe and conjugate beams are






(n cosh2r + sinh2r)
= |α|2cosh2r + sinh2r,
(2.5)
and







= |α|2sinh2r + sinh2r,
(2.6)
where p̂ and ĉ are the field annihilation operators for the probe and conjugate beams.
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The difference of the photon number expectation values between the amplified probe
beam and the conjugate beam is the expectation of the probe seed beam itself, |α|2.
Here we define the optical gain of the probe beam,
G = cosh2r. (2.7)
The expectation values for the normally ordered operators are given by










(m+ n)(m+ n− 1)(m+ n)!
m!
tanh2mr
= 2〈α, z|p̂†p̂ p̂†p̂|α, z〉2 − 2〈α, z|p̂†p̂|α, z〉2
= G2|α|4 + 4G(G− 1)|α|2 + 2(G− 1)2,
(2.8)













= 2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ ĉ†ĉ|α, z〉2 − 2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ|α, z〉2
= (G− 1)2|α|4 + 4(G− 1)2|α|2 + 2(G− 1)2,
(2.9)














= G(G− 1) |α|4 + (G− 1)(4G− 1)|α|2 + (G− 1)(2G− 1).
(2.10)
The measured photocurrents of the amplified probe beam and the conjugate
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beam are îp and îc. The auto-correlation functions and cross-correlation function of
the twin-beams are expressed as
〈δîp(t)δîp(t+ τ)〉 = 2〈α, z |̂ip(t)̂ip(t+ τ)|α, z〉2 − 2〈α, z |̂ip(t)̂ip(t)|α, z〉2, (2.11)
〈δîc(t)δîc(t+ τ)〉 = 2〈α, z |̂ic(t)̂ic(t+ τ)|α, z〉2 − 2〈α, z |̂ic(t)̂ic(t)|α, z〉2, (2.12)
〈δîp(t)δîc(t+ τ)〉 = 2〈α, z |̂ip(t)̂ic(t+ τ)|α, z〉2 − 2〈α, z |̂ip(t)̂ic(t)|α, z〉2. (2.13)
We assume that we obtain the intensity-difference squeezing of the twin-beams
from a stationary process and that all the atoms are in a steady state. To simplify
the calculation we also assume that the temporal response functions, F(t), of both
uncalibrated detectors are equal. Considering the quantum efficiency of the detector
in the correlation measurement, the expectation values of the normally ordered field
operators are rewritten as [28]
2〈α, z|p̂†p̂|α, z〉2 → ηp 2〈α, z|p̂†p̂|α, z〉2, (2.14)
2〈α, z|p̂†p̂†p̂ p̂|α, z〉2 → η2p 2〈α, z|p̂†p̂†p̂ p̂|α, z〉2, (2.15)
2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ|α, z〉2 → ηc 2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ|α, z〉2, (2.16)
2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ†ĉ ĉ|α, z〉2 → η2c 2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ†ĉ ĉ|α, z〉2, (2.17)
2〈α, z|p̂†ĉ†ĉ p̂|α, z〉2 → ηpηc 2〈α, z|p̂†ĉ†ĉ p̂|α, z〉2, (2.18)
where ηp and ηc are the quantum efficiencies of the photodetectors for the amplified
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probe beam and the conjugate beam.
With these assumptions the correlation functions, Eq. 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13,
are expressed in terms of the quantum efficiencies of the detectors and the gain of
the probe beam.
〈δîp(t)δîp(t+ τ)〉 = [η2p 2〈α, z|p̂†p̂†p̂ p̂|α, z〉2 + ηp 2〈α, z|p̂†p̂|α, z〉2
− η2p(2〈α, z|p̂†p̂|α, z〉2)2]× g2pF (t)
= {η2p[2G(G− 1)|α|2 + (G− 1)2] + ηp(G|α|2 +G− 1)} × g2pF (t),
(2.19)
〈δîc(t)δîc(t+ τ)〉 = [η2c 2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ†ĉ ĉ|α, z〉2 + ηc 2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ|α, z〉2
− η2c (2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ|α, z〉2)2]× g2cF (t)
= {η2c [2(G− 1)2|α|2 + (G− 1)2] + ηc[(G− 1)|α|2 +G− 1]} × g2cF (t),
(2.20)
〈δîp(t)δîc(t+ τ)〉 = (ηpηc 2〈α, z|p̂†ĉ†ĉ p̂|α, z〉2 − ηp 2〈α, z|p̂†p̂|α, z〉2 ηc 2〈α, z|ĉ†ĉ|α, z〉2)
× gpgcF (t)
= ηpηc[2G(G− 1)|α|2 +G(G− 1)]× gpgcF (t),
(2.21)
where gp and gc are the electronic gains of the photodetectors. We define the relative
photocurrent correlation functions ipp, icc, and ipc as
ipp = ηpG[1 + 2(G− 1)ηp]g2p, (2.22)
icc = ηc(G− 1)[1 + 2(G− 1)ηc]g2c , (2.23)
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ipc = ηpηc × 2G(G− 1)gpgc. (2.24)
For the seeded 4WM process the spontaneous emission part is relatively weaker
than the amplified probe seed beam. Therefore, we assume that |α|2  1 and













With the electronic gains of the detectors, the gain of the probe beam, and
the correlation functions of the twin-beams, we are able to obtain the quantum






gc(G− 1)RpRc + gpGRp
2gc(G− 1)[G− (G− 1)RpRc]
. (2.28)
2.3 Loss Measurements
The total quantum inefficiencies, (1− ηp) and (1− ηc), for the detectors of the
probe beam and the conjugate beam include the optical losses and detector quantum
inefficiencies in each detection channel. In order to get the quantum efficiencies of
photodetectors, we have to measure the optical losses of each element after the probe
seed beam intersects with the pump beam.
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Figure 2.1: Basic arrangement of the trap detector.
The optical loss of each element can be measured by using trap detectors [34].
The trap detector has high quantum efficiency (> 99%), low calibration uncertainty
(< 0.5%), and good spatial uniformity (< 0.05% over 2.5 mm radius) and high
linearity for the loss measurement. There are three photodiodes inside the trap
detector, shown in Fig. 2.1. The quantum efficiency of each photodiode is low
(≈ 70%), but the total quantum efficiency can still be over 99% because four of five
reflections from the incident beam are absorbed and measured by the subsequent
photodiodes.
The trap detector we use is designed for a collimated beam. In order to measure
the transmittance of a lens we can measure the total transmittance of two lenses
with the same focal length, as shown in Fig. 2.2, so that the transmitted beam to
the trap detector is still collimated. With this method we need at least three lenses
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Figure 2.2: Loss measurement of paired lenses. The beamsplitter is a
polarizing beamsplitter.
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Figure 2.3: Setup for the reflectance measurement. The beamsplitter is
a polarizing beamsplitter.
to determine the transmittance of each lens. To get a smaller uncertainty of the
transmittance measurement the “overdetermined” approach, which has more than
three lenses for the measurement, will improve the accuracy of the measurement [35].
In Fig. 2.2 we send a small amount of the reflected beam from the first interface
of the wedged window to the monitor detector as a reference signal. In order to get a
good correction signal we need to avoid polarization fluctuations due to the influence
of the Brewster’s angle reflection. The light source is selected to be an s-polarized
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beam with a polarizing beamsplitter since the unpolarized light source after the
wedged window will become a partially p-polarized beam. A fully polarized light
source makes the ratio of the reflected beam and the transmitted beam after the
wedged window stable because the polarization of the transmitted beam will not vary
after going through the wedged window. The incident angle on the first surface of
the wedged window needs to be very small (< 0.2◦) to maintain a good correction of
the power fluctuations. The reflected beam from the polarizing beamsplitter is not
a pure s-polarization. A smaller incident angle at the wedged window reduces any
polarization dependent variation of the ratio of the reflected beam to the transmitted
beam. At near normal incidence the reflectance of the s-polarized and p-polarized
beams are similar and their reflectance variations are less sensitive to the incident
angle at small angles.
We have the same setup for the transmittance measurement of the Rb cell and
the polarizing beamsplitter. For the transmittance measurement, it is an absolute
measurement even without knowing the quantum efficiency of the trap detector, only
detector linearity matters. We simply measure the input power with and without
the optical elements under test in the beam path. To measure the reflectance of the
mirror we need a third trap detector, shown in Fig. 2.3, to measure the input power
and the power after the mirror. We still don’t need to know the absolute quantum
efficiency of the third trap detector to get the absolute reflectance of the mirror. We
only need to measure the relative quantum efficiency between two signal detectors
with the setup in Fig. 2.2.
For the loss measurement of the Rb vapor cell we don’t consider the optical
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Figure 2.4: The transmittance measurement of the Rb cell. The trans-
mittances of the left window and the right window are T1 and T2. We
assume that the transmission of the light through the atoms is TA. The
diagram shows the reflected light and transmitted light from the win-
dows of the Rb vapor cell for the incident beam in the (a) positive x
direction and (b) negative x direction.
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loss that occurs before the 4WM is generated, from the first window, for the quan-
tum efficiency calibration. Only the optical loss on the generated twin beams will
contribute to the correction of the quantum efficiency. The transmittance of each
window of the Rb cell can be simply measured from the reflected light off of each
window, as shown in Fig. 2.4. For an incident beam with a normalized input power
of 1, the reflected power from each window is (1−T1) and (1−T2) for transmittances
of T1 and T2 assuming no absorption from the window [36]. The transmission of the
Rb atoms, TA, can be determined from the total transmission along with the mea-
sured transmittance of each window. The reflected light from the second window
can be used in the “overdetermined” approach, that is there are three equations for
two unknown values, for the transmittance measurement. This helps by providing
information on the uncertainty of the results.
For the NIST calibration the relative combined standard uncertainty is usually
around 0.1% at the wavelength of 800 nm [37]. To compete with the NIST calibration
we need a good loss measurement for our system. For the loss measurement in our
system the relative standard uncertainty of lenses and mirrors are around 0.01%.
For the transmittance measurement of a single window the uncertainty is around
2% at the room temperature. We have the same setup, as shown in Fig. 2.2, for the
transmittance measurement of a window and paired lenses. The transmitted power
after the window drifts, (Fig. 2.6), a lot more than the measurement of pair lenses,
(Fig. 2.5). This is the main challenge in our loss measurement.
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Figure 2.5: The transmittance measurements of paired lenses by using
the setup of Fig. 2.2. There are four lenses under test. The signal is
normalized using the monitor signal. “#1#2” means the combination
of the lens number 1 and lens number 2 is under test.
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Figure 2.6: The transmittance measurement of a single window by using
the setup of Fig. 2.2. The signal is normalized using the monitor signal.




For the calibration of photodiodes using twin beams from 4WM the quantum
efficiency can be derived from Eq. 2.27 and 2.28. To obtain the quantum efficiency in
the equations we need the correlation functions and the gain of the probe beam. The
measurement of the gain is the power ratio of the amplified probe beam to the probe
seed beam. The estimation of the gain of the probe beam will introduce another
uncertainty when we try to measure the probe seed power and the amplified probe
power within some time period. To obtain the gain, we can either have another
monitor for the probe seed power or measure the power ratio of the amplified probe
beam and the conjugate beam [28]. We express the gain of the probe beam in terms
of the photocurrent ratio, rcp, of the conjugate beam and the amplified probe beam
from Eq. 2.5, 2.6, Eq. 2.14, and 2.16 so that the uncertainty from the estimation of












With the power ratio, rcp, the quantum efficiencies of the photodiodes, Eq. 2.27
















gcipprcp − gpicc + gpipcrcp
− 1). (2.32)
This gain-independent calibration scheme eliminates the uncertainty from the es-
timation of the gain. However, we might underestimate the loss in the amplified
probe beam from the atomic absorption and this causes an error in the calibration
of the quantum efficiency. Remember that we defined the gain of the probe beam
as G in Eq. 2.7 after we showed that the difference between the expectation values
of the amplified probe beam and the conjugate beam is the expectation value of the
probe seed. In the real situation, the power difference between the amplified probe
beam and the conjugate beam is always smaller than the probe seed power.
We can improve the estimate of the gain of the probe beam from the higher
order correlation functions of the current fluctuations.
〈δîp(t)δîp(t+ τ1)δîc(t+ τ2)〉 = 〈̂ip(t)̂ip(t+ τ1)̂ic(t+ τ2)〉 − 2〈̂ip(t)〉〈̂ip(t)̂ic(t+ τ)〉
− 〈̂ip(t)̂ip(t+ τ)〉〈̂ic(t)〉+ 2〈̂ip(t)〉2〈̂ic(t)〉
= {2G(G− 1)ηpηc[(3G− 2)ηp + 1]|α|2
+G(G− 1)ηpηc[2(G− 1)ηp + 1]} × g2pgcf(t),
(2.33)
〈δîp(t)δîc(t+ τ1)δîc(t+ τ2)〉 = 〈̂ip(t)̂ic(t+ τ1)̂ic(t+ τ2)〉 − 2〈̂ic(t)〉〈̂ip(t)̂ic(t+ τ)〉
− 〈̂ic(t)̂ic(t+ τ)〉〈̂ip(t)〉+ 2〈̂ic(t)〉2〈̂ip(t)〉
= {2G(G− 1)ηpηc[(3G− 3)ηc + 1]|α|2
+G(G− 1)ηpηc[2(G− 1)ηc + 1]} × gpg2cf(t).
(2.34)
We ignore the spontaneous emission part, that is we assume that |α|2  1,
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and define higher order correlation functions ippc and ipcc as
ippc = 2G(G− 1)ηpηc[(3G− 2)ηp + 1]g2pgc, (2.35)
ipcc = 2G(G− 1)ηpηc[(3G− 3)ηc + 1]gpg2c . (2.36)
We define a parameter Rcp, the ratio of higher order correlation functions, that







[(3G− 3)ηc + 1]gc
[(3G− 2)ηp + 1]gp
. (2.37)
The gain of the probe beam, in Eq. 2.30, can be rewritten as
G =
gpRcp(2ηp − 1)− gc(3ηc − 1)
3(gpRcpηp − gcηc)
. (2.38)
With a new way to estimate the gain of the probe beam we can obtain the quantum







i2pc + 2ippicc − 3ippipcRcp










gp(3iccipc − i2pcRcp − 2ippiccRcp) + gcipp(2icc − ipcRcp)
− 1].
(2.40)
Squeezed light is a promising quantum light source for the absolute calibra-
tion for photodiodes. An absolute calibration with 0.5% (k = 2) uncertainty was
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Figure 2.7: Loss measurement of the amplified probe beam. The probe
(brown), conjugate (yellow), and pump (purple) are indicated. The
transmittance of the left window and the right window are T1 and T2.
We define TA1 as the transmittance of the atoms in the region before the
twin beams are generated and TA2 is the transmittance of the region of
the amplified probe.
achieved by Vahlbruch et al. [29] using single-mode squeezing. The limitation of the
uncertainty is from the loss measurement of the optical systems, the optical para-
metric amplification (OPA) escape efficiency and the coupling mirror transmissivity.
In our 4WM system, the challenge is the loss measurement of the second window on
the Rb cell and the loss of the amplified probe beam through the atoms. The trans-
mittance of the window can be measured from the reflectance, shown in Fig. 2.4, and
the measurement changes with its temperature due to interference of the internal
reflections within the window. This could be avoided with a temperature controller.
Loss from the atoms is harder to estimate. The twin beams are generated in the
Rb cell and propagate in the cell for a certain distance until they reach the second
window. While propagating in the Rb vapor the amplified probe beam experiences
more loss from the atomic absorption than the conjugate beam because it is closer
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to the atomic resonance. We can estimate this loss from the power ratio of the
amplified probe beam and the conjugate beam, shown in Fig. 2.7. For the probe
seed beam with a normalized input power of 1, the power of the amplified probe
beam, P , and the conjugate beam, C, are
P = T2TA2GTA1T1 (2.41)
and
C = T2(G− 1)TA1T1, (2.42)
where the transmittance of the first window and the second window are T1 and T2.
The transmittance of the atoms for the probe seed beam and the amplified probe
beam are TA1 and TA2. The loss from the atoms for the conjugate beam is negligible
because the conjugate beam is far off resonance. The loss of the amplified probe
beam, TA2, can be expressed in terms of the gain of the probe beam and the power





The gain of the probe beam, G, is given by the Eq. 2.38. The quantum efficiencies,
ηp and ηc, in the equation of the gain can be replaced by the correlation functions,
shown in Eq. 2.39 and 2.40. The estimates of the loss and the gain of the probe
beam can be verified by calibrated photodetectors with known quantum efficiencies.
The bandwidth of the 4WM process in our system is around 10 to 20 MHz.
We can do the absolute calibration with twin beams for measurement frequencies
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below around 10 MHz. Obtaining squeezing at acoustic measurement frequencies is
not easy for the seeded 4WM scheme. The probe seed beam itself is a noise source
that degrades the squeezing at low frequencies. In next chapter, we introduce a
dual-seeded 4WM scheme that allows us to observe squeezing at frequencies below
10 Hz. With the dual-seeded 4WM scheme, we can perform absolute calibrations in
the frequency range of 10 Hz to 10 MHz. Besides the dual-seeded 4WM scheme, we
can simply send a second probe seed beam from the same source around the gain
as a monitor signal for the power loss fluctuations due to the absorption from the
Rb atoms.
Finally, we can do the absolute calibration again with the probe seed beam
at the conjugate color to verify our measured quantum efficiencies. With the same
setup and the same optical alignment we expect the same calibration result if we
consider all the losses properly.
2.5 Conclusions
The quantum correlated twin beams can be used for the calibration of pho-
todetectors [38, 39]. The absolute calibration with the 4WM process was proposed
by Marino et al. [28]. The measurement of the gain of the probe beam from the
power ratio of the amplified probe beam and the probe seed beam will introduce
an uncertainty into the calibration. The power ratio of the probe and conjugate
beams can be monitored simultaneously to reduce errors due to temporal drifts.
We note that the loss on the amplified probe beam from the atomic absorption is
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not included in the gain estimation, which may cause the measured probe channel
quantum efficiency to be smaller than the conjugate channel efficiency.
We developed another gain-independent calibration scheme with higher order
correlation functions that gives the gain of the probe beam without correction for loss
of the amplified probe beam. Although we can also use the auto-correlation func-
tions of the probe and conjugate beams to estimate the gain, the “overdetermined”
approach with higher order correlation functions might improve the uncertainty.
We have presented some loss measurement setups for the lens and mirror. The
setup for the transmittance measurement can also be used to measure the relative
quantum efficiency between trap detectors. The loss measurement for each window
of the Rb vapor cell can be simply obtained from the reflectance of the windows. This
reduces the error in transmittance estimation from the total transmission of both
windows and atoms. With a better gain measurement from correlation functions,
the loss of the amplified probe beam in the Rb cell can be estimated from the
photocurrent ratio of the twin beams. The loss from each optical element must be
included to correct the photocurrent for the atomic absorption measurement.
The uncertainty of the absolute calibration is mainly from the loss measure-
ment [29]. We estimate the uncertainty of the loss measurement for each optical
element in our 4WM system to be ≈ 0.05% [35, 40]. However, the uncertainty of
the loss measurement for the window is higher due to the temperature drift of the
Rb cell. The uncertainty is ≈ 2% for the loss measurement of window at the room
temperature. This is our main source of the uncertainty for the absolute calibra-
tion. The uncertainty could be even higher for the loss measurement of window at
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high temperature, for example 120◦C. Although the uncertainties of the loss mea-
surements limit us compared to traditional calibrations, our main goal is absolute
calibration without the need for a calibrated detector as the reference. With a good
temperature control for the Rb cell we might still be able to reach a level that is
competitive with the traditional calibration at NIST.
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Chapter 3: Squeezed Light at Low-frequency
3.1 Introduction
Quantum-enhanced sensing technologies have become increasingly important
in a number of fields as the limitations of classical technologies are approached. It
will be important for certain applications to perform sub-shot-noise measurements
at low frequencies. In particular, gravity-wave interferometers [20,41] operate in the
audio frequency range of 10 Hz to 10 kHz and presently employ single-mode quadra-
ture squeezing, but a number of other potential low-frequency applications of squeez-
ing are possible. These include quantum information storage in optical memories
based on electromagnetically-induced transparency, opto-acoustic or thermo-optical
spectroscopic techniques [42, 43], as well as magnetometry [44]. Detector calibra-
tion techniques involving squeezed light [28, 29] would also benefit from operation
at frequencies as low as 100 Hz, as this is where current metrological calibrations
are performed [37]. Sub-shot-noise direct intensity-difference measurements on a
CCD camera are also an important goal. That, along with relatively portable and
affordable sources, such as those based on diode laser systems, would greatly expand
the range of potential applications outside of a laboratory setting.
Much of this chapter was published in Ref. [45], where we show how to extend
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the generation of bright, two-mode, intensity-difference squeezed light from 4-wave
mixing (4WM) in Rb vapor to low frequencies using a diode-laser-based system. In
particular, we introduce a dual-seeding technique where two complementary 4WM
processes are seeded in order to balance the excess noise due to the seed beams
themselves. The present results imply that the squeezing produced by this 4WM
process has been previously limited at low frequencies only by technical noise, and
thus single-mode quadrature squeezing based on the same 4WM interaction ought
to also be extendable down to a similar frequency range.
Twin-beam generation, which produces two entangled beams of light, has long
held the promise of being able to bring sub-shot-noise measurements to a vari-
ety of applications. A technique called quantum-dense metrology involves mea-
suring two orthogonal quadratures of a frequency-degenerate two-mode squeezed
state in order to discriminate against noise leakage between quadratures and remove
common-mode classical noise [46,47], and has been proposed for use in gravitational-
wave detectors. A direct application to interferometry has also been proposed [48].
Differential-absorption imaging [49] allows sub-shot noise signals to be extracted
from the difference of two highly-correlated images. A particularly simple twin-beam
generation technique, 4-wave mixing in alkali vapors, has always seemed promising in
this regard because the squeezing can be generated in many spatial modes. Observ-
ing such squeezing on an integrating detector, like a CCD camera, requires that the
light be squeezed when integrated over the entire frequency range of the measured
pulse of light, and holds the promise of demonstrating a real quantum sensitivity
advantage for a camera array with fixed well-depth pixels. Unfortunately, technical
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noise at low frequencies has proven to be a severe limitation in this regard.
Generating squeezing at acoustic frequencies (< 20 kHz) has been pursued in
a number of different systems. The lowest frequency squeezing has been observed in
single-mode quadrature squeezing, but 2-mode squeezing and polarization squeez-
ing have also been pushed down into the acoustic frequency range. Single-mode
quadrature squeezing has perhaps its most important applications in future gravity-
wave interferometers [50–52], and such squeezing at frequencies as low as 1 Hz has
been observed from an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) with this application
in mind [52, 53]. Squeezing has not been reported at such low frequencies for two-
mode intensity-difference measurements, and the best results seem to be ≈ 1.5 kHz
reported in [54], and ≈ 700 Hz recently reported in [55].
Obtaining squeezing at low frequencies is generally not an easy task, and in
the single-mode-squeezing case the above-mentioned results were obtained using a
complex system employing two additional frequency-shifted control beams to sense
and to feed back on the OPO cavity length and the pump phase. In contrast, the
results presented here demonstrate intensity-difference squeezing down to ≈ 10 Hz
using an extremely simple, passive optical system (in the sense that there is no
active feedback to the optical system beyond the stabilization of the seed laser).
Early OPO systems were constructed with χ(2) nonlinear crystals in external
cavities that enhance the pump field as well as the down-converted fields. These
cavities resulted in a high sensitivity to acoustic noise, which limited the squeez-
ing at these frequencies. The use of semimonolithic and monolithic cavity designs,
incorporating the cavity into the nonlinear crystal, substantially reduced this sensi-
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tivity to noise, and with feedback locking eventually led to the 1 Hz results discussed
above. Broadband spontaneous parametric downconversion (PDC) systems that are
pumped without cavities have been reported where twin-beam differencing can be
performed on an integrating detector, but the photon flux per mode is usually low,
requiring a relatively high-power pulsed laser system. For imaging purposes PDC
has potentially very high resolution, with many spatial modes. Correlations in the
speckle patterns, pixel-by-pixel correlations, and imaging have been demonstrated
with these systems [56–59]. Recently Samantaray et al. [60] worked with continuous-
wave pumping and 100 ms integration times to demonstrate an improved imaging
system. An important feature that is common to each of these experiments is that
there is no seed beam present, which eliminates the noise associated with the seed.
A different type of squeezing, polarization squeezing, or a squeezing of the
Stokes parameters, has also been experimentally observed at low frequencies. This
is, in particular, useful for magnetometry applications and has been pushed down
to the kHz regime [61], and to ≈ 200 Hz in [62]. This particular type of squeezing,
however, does not lend itself to the imaging applications that we are interested in
(see Chapter 4).
Previous experiments have reported twin-beam intensity-difference squeezing
from 4WM down into the kHz range [54,63,64]. Very recently Ma et al. [55] reported
such squeezing down to frequencies below 700 Hz. In the context of imaging, Kumar
et al. [65] performed intensity-differencing on an EMCCD camera using a 4WM
source similar to ours and were able to obtain a subtraction noise level 2 dB below
shot noise. In those experiments two frames are taken in rapid succession for each of
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the twin images and are subtracted. This results in images that contain the intensity
fluctuations of each beam and removes much of the low-frequency classical noise.
Producing bright twin beams typically requires seeding the beams, but the
seeding itself often limits the low-frequency squeezing performance. Here we present
a number of improvements to our established 4WM optical set-up that allow bright,
low-frequency intensity-difference squeezing to be observed down to frequencies that
are limited by the laser beam-pointing stability. We show that we can balance the
noise of the seed beam itself by creating two “complementary” seeded 4WM pro-
cesses that balance the seeds on the two detectors. In addition, in this context we
demonstrate the benefits of frequency-narrowing of the diode laser, and of increas-
ing the phase-matching angle. While a number of the techniques introduced here
are also applicable to systems based on intrinsically less-noisy technologies, such
as Ti:sapphire lasers, we use semiconductor diode laser and tapered amplifier tech-
nologies. It is important for practical uses that these more portable and affordable
technologies work at these frequencies as well.
3.2 Experiments
While a 4WM process that generates twin beams that are degenerate in fre-
quency is possible in Rb vapor, the strongest and most easily generated 4WM process
is a non-degenerate scheme pumped by a single frequency of light [15], as indicated
in Fig. 3.1. A seed at the probe frequency is crossed with the pump beam at a
small angle in a vapor cell and generates twin beams (an amplified probe and its
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up. BS: a non-polarizing beamsplitter; the
remaining beamsplitters are polarizing beamsplitters. The dashed box
indicates a polarization spectroscopy feedback lock at laser frequency.
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conjugate), on opposite sides of the pump. For a seed with a normalized input
power of 1, the amplified output probe beam then has a power numerically equal
to G (the value of the 4WM gain), and the beam at the conjugate frequency has a
power numerically equal to G− 1. The frequencies of the beams differ by ≈ 6 GHz,
and these beams are sent to separate, matched photodiodes in a balanced detector
package. The photocurrents are directly subtracted and then amplified, and the
noise power is measured with an RF spectrum analyzer. We employ a number of
techniques to compensate the DC imbalance of the beams in this configuration and
compare the results.
In addition to the intensity balancing techniques discussed below, we can
change the conditions of 4WM so as to increase the phase-matching angle. This
choice generally results in less 4WM gain and bandwidth. Nevertheless, the larger
phase-matching angle reduces the collection of scattered pump light by the de-
tectors. The associated reduction in gain can be recovered to some degree with
increased cell temperature (i.e., increased atomic density). With non-integrating
detectors the inclusion of a delay line is necessary to compensate for the differing
group velocities of the probe and conjugate beams, particularly at higher measure-
ment frequencies [64,66]. Finally, the locking and frequency-narrowing of the diode
seed laser is also important. Using these techniques together we have observed sub-
shot-noise intensity-difference signals at frequencies below 10 Hz, and more than
5 dB of squeezing at 20 Hz and above.
The 4WM process and experimental set-up that we use is sketched in Fig. 3.1
and is similar to that of Refs. [15,64]. A grating-tuned diode laser emitting 90 mW
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provides the seed for the tapered-amplifier (pump) as well as the seeds for the 4WM
“probe” beams. Approximately 30 mW of light is used to seed a 2 W tapered
amplifier. This light is sent through an optical fiber to create a pump beam of
≈ 1.5 mm 1/e2 diameter with 750 mW of power that is detuned in the range of
∆ = 800 MHz to 1.3 GHz to the blue of the S1/2 (F=2) →P1/2 (F=3) transition in
85Rb. The Rb cell is 1.2 cm long and is heated to a temperature of approximately
120 ◦C. A pair of seed beams at the probe frequency can be introduced on either side
of the pump, at a small angle (≈ 0.3 degrees to 0.5 degrees) relative to the pump
beam which allows phase-matching of the 4WM process. The probe seed beams
have a 1/e2 diameter of 0.55 mm and are derived from the diode laser beam by
double-passing a fraction (≈ 45 mW) of its output through a 1.5-GHz acousto-optic
modulator (AOM), resulting in a stable two-photon detuning of δ = −2 MHz for
the process. The detectors have a quantum efficiency of ≈ 95% at 795 nm.
Most of the experiments using this 4WM system have been performed using
Ti:sapphire lasers because of their superior beam quality and noise properties. Diode
laser/tapered amplifier systems, however, will most likely be required for this sort
of squeezing to become portable and useful outside of the lab. Unfortunately, these
systems are especially noisy (above shot noise) at low frequencies. In particular, if
one derives the probe-frequency seed beam from the output of a tapered amplifier, it
can have relatively large amounts of technical noise. In our case, we derive our seed
beam(s) by frequency-shifting part of the direct output of our diode laser with a
double-passed AOM and coupling into a fiber. Inevitably, extra noise, particularly at
low frequencies, is also introduced onto the probe seed beam(s) by the RF amplifier
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and beam-pointing instabilities are converted to amplitude instabilities by the AOM
and the fiber coupling.
The diode laser can be frequency-narrowed by locking it to a polarization
spectroscopy signal in a warm Rb vapor reference cell [67]. This stabilizes the laser
against drifts but also narrows the laser linewidth from ≈ 200 kHz to <10 kHz,
full width at half-maximum (FWHM). This locking significantly affects the low-
frequency squeezing performance, as described below.
If we input a single seed beam into the 4WM cell we obtain probe and conjugate
beams with strong quantum correlations in the MHz frequency range. Our limitation
on the squeezing at low frequencies results from the imbalance caused by the presence
of the seed. At DC the seeded and unseeded beams will have different intensities, and
that difference will change at low frequencies as the gain fluctuates. This imbalance
is partially offset by some amount of absorption at the probe frequency, because it is
closer to the atomic resonance, but there is always an imbalance at DC. Attenuating
the amplified seeded beam to balance the intensities is effective, however this will
also reduce the measured low-frequency squeezing if the seed beam is not shot-noise-
limited. This can be a particular problem if there is a large amount of gain noise at
low frequencies. (For example, by changes in the 1-photon detuning of the unlocked
pump. In severe cases, when the noise becomes larger than the common-mode
rejection of the balanced detector, the subtraction will be imperfect.) We show in
Fig. 3.2 how the low-frequency limit of the squeezing is improved for a lower seed
power, with otherwise identical conditions. This is because as we reduce the seed
power, the shot noise dominates. The shot noise is measured with light directly
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Figure 3.2: Noise power versus measurement frequency for different pow-
ers in the seeding beams. The 4WM gain ≈ 20 in each case (pump power
= 420 mW, cell temperature = 128 ◦ C, ∆ = 1.2 GHz, δ = −2 MHz,
pump-probe angle of 0.5(1) degrees). The upper (red) curves show the
measured shot noise and twin-beam intensity-difference squeezing for a
seed power of 6.4 µW (output power ≈ 129 µW) and lower (blue) curves
show the shot noise level and intensity-difference squeezing for a seed
power of 0.9 µW (output power ≈ 17 µW). The resolution bandwidth
(RBW) is 100 Hz and the video bandwidth (VBW) is 1 Hz for these
measurements. The output beam powers here are unbalanced due to
the injected seed beam. For equivalent conditions otherwise, the lower
seed power results in the squeezing being extended to lower frequencies.
The electronic noise is about 20 dB below the shot noise level and is not
subtracted from these traces.
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Figure 3.3: Three methods of reducing noise from the seed of the 4WM
process: Method 1 - attenuating the amplified seeded beam using a half-
wave plate and polarizing beamsplitter to balance the conjugate. Method
2 - the amplified seeded beam balanced by its conjugate and a second
seed that goes around the gain. Method 3 - a dual-seeded process, with
the two amplified seeded beams and their conjugates balancing on the
two detectors.
from the diode laser, sent through a 50:50 beamsplitter onto two detectors, and we
take the difference between the two detectors.
There are a number of techniques that can be used to balance the power in the
two beams. We will show results from the three approaches indicated in Fig. 3.3.
The simplest method (Method 1) is to attenuate the probe (seeded) beam. While
this works to balance the average powers, it also slightly attenuates the correlations
between the beams, thus reducing the overall squeezing level. In addition, if there
are fluctuations in the gain, the fixed attenuation cannot compensate for them. A
second approach (Method 2) is to generate two beams at the probe frequency from
the same source, but only using one to seed the 4WM process. The amplified probe
is sent to one photodiode, while the other beam is sent around the gain region in
the cell and is brought to the other photodiode directly, along with the conjugate
of the amplified probe. The probe-frequency seeds, in the absence of gain, can be
balanced at the shot-noise level, while the light generated by the 4WM gain, at both
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probe and conjugate frequencies, is balanced at a sub-shot-noise level. (Absorption
in the vapor complicates this picture.) Finally, a third approach (Method 3) is to
generate two seed beams and send equal amounts of probe light through the gain
medium and onto each photodiode. This creates two pairs of twin beams, resulting
in each detector seeing the two frequencies of light from one probe and one conjugate
beam. (The probe and conjugate frequencies are sufficiently far apart (≈ 6 GHz)
that the beat note is not observable with the detectors used here.) The stimulated
portions of the output beams (with power equal to G − 1 at each frequency and
in each direction) are matched at sub-shot-noise levels on the two detectors, while
the injected seed portions of the beams at the probe frequency are balanced on the
detectors at the level of shot noise for the seed power. In next section, we analyze
how these methods compare for generating squeezing at low frequencies.
3.3 Results
Two observations are important for the achievement of squeezing at very low
frequencies. The first is that, while the angle between the seed and the pump partly
determines the gain through the phase matching conditions, it also partly determines
how much scattered pump light is collected by the photodetectors. The pump light
is noisy at low frequencies, and therefore so is the scattered pump light. We observe
an improvement in the low-frequency squeezing by increasing the angle between the
pump and probe beams beyond that for optimal gain. The pump light is polarized
orthogonal to the probe and conjugate beams at the input and is largely deflected
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by the polarizing beamsplitter at the output of the 4WM cell. A small amount of
pump light, however, is depolarized and scattered, primarily at small angles, and is
collected by the detectors. This contributes a large background at low frequencies,
when compared to the signal level.
At the cost of smaller gain, this scattering can be reduced by increasing the
angle between the probe seed and the pump beam. In Fig. 3.4 we show the power
spectrum of the scattered pump light along with the squeezing spectrum for two
pump-probe angles. The typical optimal phase-matching angle is ≈ 0.3 degrees
Ref. [64]. By increasing this angle to ≈ 0.5 degrees (at a cost of reducing the gain
and the gain bandwidth) the scattering background can be reduced by enough to
make a difference in the measured squeezing at very low frequencies. (The gain can
be recovered by increasing the temperature of the Rb cell or changing the pump
detuning, although absorption losses in the Rb vapor are increased as well.) It is
apparent in Fig. 3.4 that the scattered pump light limits the low-frequency squeezing
for the smaller phase-matching angle and that the low-frequency squeezing can be
improved by increasing the pump-probe angle. We note that scattered pump light
is not a concern for experiments employing homodyne detection, where interference
with the local oscillator effectively provides a narrowband frequency filter, but it
does affect direct intensity detection measurements.
The second important practical observation is that, as discussed above, for a
single probe-conjugate pair it is the (unbalanced) injected seed light that is one of the
major limitations to the squeezing. We see all of the low-frequency technical noise on
the seed reproduced in the squeezing spectrum, as well as noise due to the changing
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Figure 3.4: Spectra of shot noise, squeezing, and scattered pump light
versus frequency, comparing two different phase-matching angles. In
this case the 4WM process is dual-seeded (Method 3). The seed laser is
locked at a one-photon detuning of 1.3 GHz and frequency-narrowed in
each case, and no delay lines are inserted in any of the beams for these
measurements. The two-photon detuning is kept at -2 MHz and the
pump power is 750 mW. The plotted spectra (from the top at high fre-
quency) are the a) shot noise measurement (red); b) intensity-difference
squeezing with a phase-matching angle of 0.3(1) degrees, gain of 5, and
cell stem temperature of 91 ◦ C (blue); c) intensity-difference squeezing
with a phase-matching angle of 0.5(1) degrees, gain of 10, and cell stem
temperature of 97 ◦ C (black); d) collected scattered pump light for an
angle of 0.3(1) degrees (cyan); e) collected scattered pump light for an
angle of 0.5(1) degrees (grey). All uncertainties are one standard devi-
ation statistical uncertainties unless otherwise noted. Electronic noise
is not subtracted from these traces, which limits the lower pump noise
trace above 100 Hz. The RBW is 0.24 Hz for frequencies below 400 Hz,
and progressively larger for higher frequencies, up to 62 Hz above 6 kHz.
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imbalance caused by gain fluctuations in the 4WM. The squeezing can generally
be improved by intentionally attenuating the stronger, seeded (probe) beam [63]
(Method 1). In principle, it can remove the classical noise from the difference signal,
but at the cost of reducing the squeezing a little bit. Gain fluctuations will still limit
the performance, as this balancing can be optimized for only one fixed value of G,
and the gain fluctuations will always result in some imbalance, and consequently
excess noise. Since there tends to be more noise in the gain at low frequencies
than at higher frequencies, this tends to limit the squeezing in that regime first.
In Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 we compare the three approaches to balancing the beams for
the two situations of the seed laser being unlocked (Fig. 3.5), and that laser being
locked and frequency-narrowed (Fig. 3.6).
Method 2, described in Fig. 3.3, allows one to overcome certain sources of
noise in the seed beam by balancing part of the power of the amplified probe beam
on one photodiode with that of a separate, un-amplified seed beam derived from the
same source (along with the conjugate beam) on the other photodiode. The results
of this approach (Fig. 3.5), make clear that this technique provides a substantial
improvement over Method 1, particularly for the unlocked laser. This method allows
for nearly balanced powers on each photodiode along with a straightforward means
to cancel any classical noise on the seed beam itself. However, this method does not
provide a means for canceling any noise that arises due to fluctuations in absorption
of the probe seed in the gain region of the vapor cell. Such fluctuations might result
from fluctuations in the 1-photon detuning of the pump beam.
Method 3 provides a means to overcome excess noise due to fluctuations in
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Figure 3.5: Spectra of shot noise and intensity-difference squeezing ver-
sus frequency, comparing seeding techniques. The one-photon detun-
ing is 1.3 GHz, the gain is 10, the cell stem temperature is 97 ◦C, the
phase-matching angle is 0.5(1) degrees, and the seed laser is unlocked.
The traces are the shot noise measurement (red); intensity-difference
squeezing with an attenuated probe beam (Method 1, blue); intensity-
difference squeezing with an extra probe seed added to the conjugate
beam at the detector (Method 2, green); intensity-difference squeezing
with dual probe seeds (Method 3, black). There is a delay line for the
conjugate beams in each case, which was included for ease of combining
beams on the detectors. (The delay line makes no difference at low fre-
quencies.) The measurements were taken with a box enclosing the beam
paths after the 4WM cell. The electronic noise, about 20 dB below the
shot noise, is not subtracted from these traces. The RBW is 0.24 Hz for
frequencies below 400 Hz, and progressively larger for higher frequencies,
up to 62 Hz above 6 kHz. A running average over 11 points (±1% at
the measurement frequency) is used to smooth the data.
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Figure 3.6: All the conditions of each trace are the same as Fig. 3.5
except for the laser is locked and frequency-narrowed for each trace in
this figure
the 4WM gain and the absorption. As shown in Fig. 3.3 Method 3 involves two
4WM processes (1 and 2) generated by the dual-seeding. We detect probe 1 and
conjugate 2 on one photodiode, and probe 2 and conjugate 1 onto the second photo-
diode, so that each diode sees a power of 2G−1 times the input seed power(s). The
seeds now balance to the shot noise level, even with noisy bright seeds and relatively
low gain, and the amplified portions of the probe beams can balance to well below
the shot noise level with the generated conjugate beams. The result of introducing
the two probe-frequency seed beams simultaneously in this way is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The low-frequency squeezing is noticeably improved beyond Methods 1 and 2 by
balancing the beams in this way.
To achieve the best low-frequency results, the seed laser itself needs to be
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stable. The polarization spectroscopy lock of the diode laser indicated in Fig. 3.1
stabilizes the drift of the diode laser frequency over the long term but, given that
its detuning from the atomic resonance is ≈ 1300 MHz, the stabilization of this
one-photon detuning is probably not crucial to the squeezing performance. The two-
photon detuning and the coherence of the seed are established by an RF source and
an AOM, and are also quite stable. In our experiments, however, the lock also takes
out many fast frequency fluctuations and narrows the laser to < 10 kHz linewidth,
and we feel that this is also an important feature of the lock. In Fig. 3.6 we show
how this laser lock impacts the intensity-difference squeezing at low frequencies. It
is clear that locking is particularly important at the lowest frequencies.
A complication of the non-degenerate 4WM scheme is that the group velocities
in the vapor cell at the probe and conjugate frequencies are different, leading to in-
tensity fluctuations in the conjugate beam running ahead of those in the probe [66].
This results in the need for a delay line in the conjugate beam of about 10 ns,
depending on the conditions (in particular the two-photon detuning), in order to
optimize the squeezing [64]. This primarily affects the squeezing observed at fre-
quencies higher than about 5 MHz. Delay lines are only included in the present
experiments to facilitate combining the multiple beams on the photodetectors.
Finally, beam jitter, or beam-pointing instabilities can couple noise into the
present measurements in several different ways. In addition to the beam pointing
coupling through the varying efficiency of the AOM, or via optical fiber coupling,
the non-uniformity of the photodiodes themselves can have an important effect.
McKenzie et al. [68] observed that below about 200 Hz beam-pointing instabilities
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were big enough that the conversion of beam motion on the diode into apparent
intensity noise becomes significant. A box was placed around the beams after the
4WM cell in our apparatus to protect the beams from air currents in the laboratory
and was required for the consistent observation of squeezing at frequencies below
about 20 Hz.
3.4 Discussion
Careful power balancing, laser locking/narrowing, and a large phase-matching
angle all contribute to being able to observe squeezing down to low frequencies.
We have obtained squeezing down to frequencies < 10 Hz, limited only by the
general stability of the optics and laboratory environment. The 4WM process is not
fundamentally limited at low frequencies, and the single-pass-gain optical system
used here does not couple acoustic noise into the measurements as a build-up cavity
would. The pointing instability of the beams due to air currents surrounding the
warm vapor cell seems to be a major contributor to the remaining low-frequency
limitations in the system.
The input seed beams for the 4WM processes are constructed with a simple
beamsplitter, and thus they have the identical spatial mode structure. The output
beams will also reflect the same spatial mode structure, although the beams will
perhaps be somewhat distorted by Kerr lensing in the gain medium. The distortions
can, in principle, be corrected for, and the intensity subtractions can be made mode-
by-mode. Perhaps a more straightforward method would be to employ flat-top
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beam-shaping optics for the pump, which could eliminate the lensing and reduce
the Kerr effect here to uniform phase shifts across the beams. In that case, with a
careful alignment, the probe and conjugate beams could be overlapped by simply
seeding the second probe beam along the identical path as the conjugate beam from
the first seed. In either case, sub-shot-noise absorption imaging should be possible.
For example, we can put an object into the path of the probe beam, and use a CCD
camera to measure the noise difference between the twin beams.
Such imaging would be straightforward for broadband absorptive or opaque
objects, and even for refractive objects that are far enough off-resonant that the
frequency difference (6 GHz in our case) between the probe and conjugate beams
is unimportant. On the other hand, one feature of the 4WM generation scheme
that is attractive for scientific applications is that it produces narrowband light that
can, for example, be used for coupling to cold atoms. In the present configuration
the beams are composed of two pairs of non-degenerate, narrowband, multi-spatial-
mode twin-beams. In spite of the dual-frequency nature of the beams, they can
be adapted to imaging applications, even for narrowband absorbers. One could, as
described above, overlap these beams, but then only approximately half of the light
would interact with the atoms. Alternatively, one can separately detect the two
probe beams (P1 and P2) and conjugate beams (C1 and C2) on a CCD detector,
align the beams in software to match the spatial modes, and group them as follows:
C1 = P1 + C2 − P2. This results in a single-color imaging beam (C1) that can be
referenced to the remaining combination of beams that eliminates the noise on the
seed beams. While any loss in the optical system will limit the ability to observe
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squeezing, CCD cameras with quantum efficiencies of >95% at the Rb D1 line of
795 nm are available commercially. The consequences of the dual-seed scheme for
experiments performed with homodyne detection should be relatively limited. In
the case of dual-seeding a bi-chromatic local oscillator would be required [69], and
the relevant noise signals should simply add.
Finally, if we pump the 4WM process near the frequencies of the probe and
conjugate beams indicated above, we can generate single-mode squeezing [70], or
we could generate twin beams at the same frequency that are not degenerate in
direction [71]. In that case we would not have to use bi-chromatic local oscillators
for homodyne detection, but we would have a phase-sensitive process where the twin
seeds would have to be carefully phase-stabilized with respect to each other. The
present two-mode squeezing results show that the 4WM process is not intrinsically
limited at low frequencies, and imply that this sort of phase-sensitive configuration
should be capable of generating single-mode squeezing at similarly low frequencies,
regardless of whether or not the process is seeded.
3.5 Conclusions
Using a bright-beam 4WM scheme in warm Rb vapor we have been able to
achieve intensity-difference squeezing of more than 5 dB down to frequencies below
20 Hz. Experiments that have made the most progress thus far toward quantum-
correlated imaging have typically used unseeded nonlinear processes. Our work
presents a means to overcome technical limitations associated with the use of a seed
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for bright-beam quantum imaging. The lack of a resonator, which is susceptible
to acoustic noise coupling, makes these single-pass 4WM schemes capable of gen-
erating strong squeezing at very low frequencies, and we have demonstrated this
by balancing the seed noise in the detection. Our optimized 4WM scheme, with
intensity balancing, an increased phase-matching angle, and the locking/frequency-
narrowing of the seed laser, results in the ability to generate intensity-difference
squeezing down to frequencies where we are limited by detector electronic noise or
by simple beam-pointing instability. This should allow the application of squeezed
light to a number of practical applications that demand low frequency measure-
ments. It should also be useful for coupling to cold atoms or to systems such as
optical memories based on electromagnetically-induced transparency [52].
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Chapter 4: Two-beam Coupling in Four-wave Mixing
4.1 Introduction
Our experiments have shown that the squeezing bandwidths in a 4WM system
typically extend out to about 20 MHz, the cut-off depending on the intensity and
one-photon detuning of the pump laser. The low-frequency cut-off of the two-mode
squeezing was in the kHz range before 2018 [55], but recent advances in obtaining
low-frequency squeezing to about 10 Hz using a dual-seeding technique (balancing
two seeded beams and their conjugates on the detectors) in this 4WM system, in
Ref. [45] and in chapter 3 of the thesis, have now opened up the possibility of
extending this technology to other applications. In this chapter we investigate the
processes that degrade the squeezing below the frequencies of the order of the atomic
transition linewidth, around 5.75 MHz [72].
Our observations show that the dual-seeding technique can bring along with
it potential new complications that involve two-beam coupling between the seeding
beams. This effect generates large amounts of excess noise as a result of fluctu-
ations in the atomic polarization seen by one beam that are driven by a second
beam, and has been previously observed [73,74] between beams that are degenerate
in frequency, near a transition resonance, and that cross in an atomic vapor. The
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vacuum sidebands of one seeding beam can interact with another seeding beam in an
atomic vapor cell and amplify the noise photons through two-beam coupling. This
process occurs when the intensity of the seeding beam is larger than the saturation
intensity of the atomic transition [74]. Another mechanism, described in Ref. [73],
that can contribute to the noise of the atomic dipoles involves light at the Mollow
sideband frequencies, related to the intensity of the other seeding beam, and is an-
other 4WM process with the first seeding beam. The model given in Ref. [73] is
for homogeneously broadened two-level atoms. This mechanism generates sponta-
neously scattered light in the spatial mode of the seeding beam. It can occur at a
low power, below the saturation intensity of the atomic transition. These two mech-
anisms of the two-beam coupling are basically other four-wave mixing processes.
We show that similar two-beam coupling can also be present in the dual-seeding
situation discussed here. The addition of the pump and 4WM interaction that am-
plifies the fields of the seed beams enhances this coupling, to the detriment of the
observed squeezing at frequencies below the atomic transition linewidth. We find
that the issue can be avoided either with sufficiently low power (in both seed and
the amplified probe - this was the situation in the previous chapter) or by seeding
with beams that do not directly intersect in the gain medium.
The problem appears in the case of generating quantum-correlated images.
To have the probe image completely covered by the gain region, we usually focus
the probe image into the center of the pump beam in the Rb cell. Under these
circumstances the information in the image will be distributed into all of the pixels
in the Fourier plane and this will cause “cross-talk” between each pixel of the image
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup diagram for two-beam coupling. BS
indicates a non-polarizing beamsplitter, PBS a polarizing beamsplitter.
λ/2 and λ/4 are half-wave plate and quarter-wave plate.
in the 4WM process. We can eliminate this problem by imaging the seed into the
4WM gain region, that is, each pixel of image does not overlap and cross talk with
the others through the atoms.
4.2 Experiments
The experimental setup that we use to demonstrate the two-beam coupling
in the squeezed light (Fig. 4.1) and is almost identical to the setup for the low-
frequency squeezed light. We replace the laser source by a Ti:sapphire laser because
of the excess noise in the squeezed light that is generated at high frequencies from
the semiconductor diode lasers. The light from the Ti:sapphire laser is sent through
an optical fiber to create a pump beam of ≈ 1.5 mm 1/e2 diameter and 650 mW of
power. This light is detuned in the range of ∆ = 800 MHz to 1.3 GHz to the blue
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of the S1/2 (F=2) →P1/2 (F=3) transition in 85Rb. The 85Rb cell is 1.2 cm long
and is heated to a temperature of approximately 125 ◦C. A pair of seed beams at
the probe frequency can be introduced on either side of the pump, at a small angle
(approximately 0.3 to 0.5 degrees) to the pump beam. The probe seeds are 0.55 mm
1/e2 diameter beams derived directly from the Ti:sapphire laser by double-passing
≈ 90 mW of this light through a 1.5 GHz acousto-optic modulator, resulting in a
2-photon detuning of δ = −2 MHz for the 4WM process.
There are two other setups in Fig. 4.2 for the quantum correlated imaging.
We usually have both of the pump and probe beams overlap at the position of their
own beam waists so that they have less-curved wavefronts. The 4WM process has
less efficiency when either probe beam or pump beam does not have a flat wavefront
in the 4WM gain region because of the momentum conservation (phase-matching)
requirement for the four-wave mixing. Fourier setup (Fig. 4.2 (a)), is the typical
setup for the 4WM, the Gaussian probe seed beam is focused in the 4WM gain
region. With this setup for the imaging experiment, the information at the center
of the Rb cell will be the probe image in spatial frequency (that is the Fourier
transform of the mask). That means each component of the probe seed in the
gain region contains all the information of the probe image with the same spatial
frequency. This causes two-beam coupling between pixels when it is reimaged. In
Fig. 4.2 (b), the imaging setup, the beam diameter reducing telescope can demagnify
the probe beam size and still have the probe beam fit in the center of the 4WM gain
region. The most important function of the beam diameter reducing telescope is to
maintain the probe image in real space in the 4WM gain region, which avoids the
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Figure 4.2: Quantum imaging setup. We send the laser beam through
a “smiling” mask to generate the image seed. (a) Fourier setup. The
Fourier plane of the image is focused into the 4WM gain region. Without
the focusing lens the probe does not fit in the 4WM gain region. (b)
“Imaging” setup. The real image of the mask is in Rb cell. We have a
beam diameter reducing telescope and create a real image of the mask
in the 4WM gain region. Note that there is a Kerr lensing effect due to
the 4WM gain medium that needs to be considered to understand the
images that are observed in the far field.
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Figure 4.3: Spectrum of intensity-difference squeezing versus measure-
ment frequency. Shown are shot noise (red dashed curve), spectra of two
independent single seeded processes (red, blue curves), and dual seeded
(black curve), where both of these seeds are present at half the power
and crossed at the center of the pump beam in the 4WM gain region.
The total output optical power for each trace is 800 µW. The 4WM gain
≈ 10 in each case (pump power = 680 mW, cell temperature = 122 ◦C,
∆ = 800 MHz, δ = −2 MHz). There is a delay line for the conjugate
beams in each case. The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz and
the video bandwidth (VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The
detector bandwidth is 45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from
these traces.
two-beam coupling problem in the 4WM process.
4.3 Two-beam Coupling in Dual-seeded Four-wave Mixing
While the dual-seed technique clearly improves the squeezing at low frequen-
cies, it also introduces new problems at low frequencies, where the squeezing is now
noticeably reduced at frequencies below the atomic transition linewidth, shown in
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Fig. 4.3. A similar effect has been observed in the lab in the past: introducing two
bright seeds to seed 4WM with a single pump can couple the beams and affect the
observed squeezing. This observation has led to the use of a completely separate
pump beam to generate local oscillators (LOs) for homodyne detection in past ex-
periments where that was required [30], ensuring the independence of the two 4WM
processes.
The dual-seeding technique can be seen to markedly reduce the squeezing at
frequencies below about 5 MHz in Fig. 4.3. It seems that there is a coupling between
the seeded beams that degrades the squeezing in this regime. We have investigated
this effect as a function of the relative beam powers, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Here we
fix the power of one of the seed beams and vary the power of the second input seed,
showing that the coupling between the beams increases with intensity or power.
The two-beam coupling observed here is similar to that reported by Kauranen
et al. [74]. In those experiments two beams of the same frequency, tuned near an
atomic resonance, cross in a vapor cell and exchange energy, resulting in enhanced
fluctuations in the output intensity of each beam. The excess noise in those exper-
iments was explained in terms of a 4WM interaction in a 2-level atom model [73].
The model allowed for two noise mechanisms. The first is amplification of vacuum
fluctuations in the frequency sidebands of one beam, due to a 4WM interaction with
the other beam (a stronger “pump” beam in their case). In this case the amplified
sidebands beating against the carrier of the injected beam produces a beam that is
much noisier than the shot-noise-limited input at low frequencies. A second mech-
anism proposed by these authors is the spontaneous scattering of light resulting
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Figure 4.4: Two-beam coupling at 3 relative powers. The plotted spectra
are the shot noise measurement (red dashed curve); intensity-difference
squeezing of one twin beam in the presence of a second twin beam, where
the second twin beam has twice (blue curve), equal (red curve), and half
power (green curve) of the measured twin beam, crossed in the 4WM gain
region; intensity-difference squeezing of a single twin beam without any
other twin beam crossed in the Rb cell (black curve). The total output
optical power of each trace is 800 µW. The 4WM gain ≈ 7 in each case
(pump power = 750 mW, cell temperature = 120 ◦C, ∆ = 800 MHz,
δ = −2 MHz). There is a delay line for the conjugate beams in each case.
The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 100 kHz and the video bandwidth
(VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is
45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from these traces.
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Figure 4.5: Noise spectrum of the intensity-difference of two probe seed
beams, derived from the same laser beam, crossing in the Rb vapor cell
and in free space. The probe seed beams are detuned ≈ 800 MHz to the
blue of the S1/2 (F=3) →P1/2 (F=3) transition in 85Rb. Without the
Rb vapor present the technical noise on the beams subtracts and gives
a measure of the shot noise for the incident power. With the Rb vapor
present the two-beam coupling causes the beams to exchange energy and
increases the noise power in the intensity-difference at low frequencies.
The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 100 kHz and the video bandwidth
(VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is
45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from these traces.
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from quantum fluctuations of the atomic medium that are induced by the other
beam. This mechanism, basically the absorption by the atoms of light from one
beam that results in resonance fluorescence being re-emitted into the spatial modes
of each beam. This light is also further amplified by a 4WM interaction. The first
mechanism is only expected to occur when the light intensity is comparable to the
saturation intensity of the transition and the latter mechanism was determined to
be the dominant one in [74]. In the present case the intensity of each of the two
degenerate beams is generally well below the saturation intensity of the Rb atomic
transition, discriminating against the first mechanism. The fact that the coupling is
restricted to frequencies at or below the natural linewidth of the atomic transition
(the linewidth of the P1/2 state in Rb is ≈ 5.75 MHz) as observed in Fig. 4.5 is
consistent with this interpretation.
The two-beam coupling mechanism occurs with or without the pump beam
present and is a 4WM coupling between the degenerate probe beams, mediated by
the atomic vapor. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.5 where the two probe seed beams,
which are 800 MHz blue of the transition from the higher ground state (Fg = 3) to
the excited state, are intersected in free space (to determine the shot noise level) and
in a Rb cell, with no pump present, at a series of increasing powers. The two-beam
coupling effect is a nonlinear process that depends on the intensity of the seed. The
excess noise appears over the same frequency range as in Fig. 4.4 where the pump
is present, and the amount of excess noise increases with power. This behavior is
again consistent with the two-beam coupling explanation given above. However, the
two-beam coupling effect does not happen when the degenerate beams are far off
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Figure 4.6: Noise spectrum of the intensity-difference of two seed beams
at the conjugate frequency crossing in the Rb vapor cell and in free space.
The seed beams are ≈ 4 GHz to the blue of the S1/2 (F=2)→P1/2 (F=3)
transition in 85Rb. Without the Rb vapor present the technical noise
on the beams subtracts and gives a measure of the shot noise for the
incident power. With the Rb vapor present the noise from the two-beam
coupling is still not obvious when the seed beams are far off resonance.
The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 100 kHz and the video bandwidth
(VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is
45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from these traces.
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resonance. For example, in Fig. 4.6 we do not see the excess noise when the seed
beams are at the conjugate frequency, which is ≈ 4 GHz blue of the transition from
the lower ground state (Fg = 2) to the excited state.
The work in [74] was carried out before the current generation of experiments in
which strong squeezing was observed using atomic systems such as those used here,
and it is interesting to note that these authors state, “We believe that this mecha-
nism can be important in preventing the reduction of noise below the quantum-noise
limit in experiments that utilize atomic vapors.” We can see here that these con-
cerns were perhaps more sweeping than justified, at least for non-degenerate 4WM
processes such as that employed in the present work, where strong squeezing can be
obtained. It is, however, clearly a prescient concern in terms of the coupling of 4WM
processes in a multi-spatial-mode (imaging) system. It is also unclear whether the
4WM process in which degenerate-frequency twin beams are generated (essentially
swapping the roles of the pump and the probe and conjugate frequencies used here)
would also suffer from this two-beam coupling noise [71].
The two-beam coupling was not observed, for instance, in Ref. [45] or chapter
3 of the thesis, where very low seed intensities were used, so that the coupling, even
at the output, was never very large. The two-beam coupling effect only happens
when the two seed beams interact with the same atoms. An obvious way to keep the
two probe beams from interacting is to send the two probe beams through the gain
medium as skew rays, without intersecting each other. In that way independent
groups of atoms contribute to the two 4WM processes and this coupling mechanism
should be eliminated. Figures 4.3 and 4.7 show the results of this comparison.
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Figure 4.7: Spectrum of intensity-difference squeezing versus measure-
ment frequency with skew rays. The red dashed curve is the spectrum
of the shot noise. The blue and red curves are the spectra of two in-
dependent single-seeded 4WM processes and the black curve is for dual
seeding, where both of these seeds are present at half the power in the
4WM gain region. The two probe beams are offset from the center of
the pump beam in opposite directions. The total output optical power
for each trace is 800 µW. The 4WM gain ≈ 10 in each case (pump power
= 680 mW, cell temperature = 122 ◦C, ∆ = 800 MHz, δ = −2 MHz).
There is a delay line for the conjugate beams in each case. The reso-
lution bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz and the video bandwidth (VBW)
is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is 45 MHz.
The electronic noise is subtracted from these traces.
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Figure 4.3 shows the spectra of the two independent 4WM processes (red and blue
curves), as well as the simultaneous dual-seed process (black curve) with intersecting
beams that displays a large degradation in the squeezing at frequencies below about
5 MHz. Figure 4.7 shows spectra taken under very similar conditions except that
the beams have been moved so that the seed beams do not intersect. In this case
the simultaneous dual-seeded process shows improved squeezing at frequencies below
5 MHz compared to both single-seeded and dual-intersecting-seeded 4WM processes.
The gain bandwidth of the 4WM is partially determined by the pump power.
Figure 4.7 shows that the squeezing with the dual-seeding technique only extends
to 10 MHz, which is less than the squeezing bandwidth of 15 MHz in Fig. 4.3. In
the dual-seeded 4WM with skew rays the probe seed beams are not at the center of
the pump beam in the 4WM gain region, therefore, the 4WM bandwidth is smaller
due to the weaker pump power in the 4WM process. At the measurement frequency
of 6 MHz, where the two-beam coupling effect is not present, the skew rays scheme
in Fig. 4.7 has 2 dB less squeezing than the squeezing in Fig. 4.3 with the probe
beams at the center of the pump. The problems of smaller 4WM bandwidth and less
squeezing can be avoided by making the pump beam size larger or having flat-top
beam-shaping optics for the pump.
4.4 Two-beam Coupling in Quantum Imaging
The low-frequency two-beam coupling mechanism discussed above can be
avoided for the simple case of two “beams” that need to be independent. This
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could include, for instance, the generation of local oscillator beams for homodyne
detection, which need to be independent of the entangled signal beams used in
many experiments. While the beam distortions from the Kerr lensing due to the
pump beams could be difficult to match if the signal and local oscillator beams
pass through different parts of the pump region, this could perhaps be fixed with a
flat-top intensity profile for the pump. Unfortunately, this two-beam coupling has
significant negative implications for imaging applications, as it is a mechanism for
cross-talk between the pixels in an imaging field. If a masked or greyscale image
is used to seed a 4WM process (such as in [30, 75, 76]), the seed image is typically
focused into the gain medium and re-imaged after emerging, like Fig. 4.2 (a). If
two distinct spatial modes (pixels) that are part of an input image are bright they
will then necessarily overlap within the gain medium and experience coupling to
the extent that the spatial Fourier transform overlaps them. The coupling can be
avoided to some degree by imaging the seed pattern into the gain medium, shown
in Fig. 4.2 (b), so that the spatial modes largely do not cross and couple in the gain
medium.
The “whole beam” measurements in references [30, 75, 76] did not show this
effect – that is, if you seed multiple spatial modes (or completely separate beams)
but integrate over these beams, the loss of correlations between individual pixels
is not apparent. In that case, while two-beam coupling causes, say, two beams
or spatial modes at the probe frequency to exchange energy, the correlations are
preserved if we integrate over both beams on a single detector. The correlated
photons are not lost, they are just moved into another spatial mode, and in that
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Figure 4.8: Images in the Fourier setup. (a) The transform of the smiley
face in k-space at the 4WM gain region. The pump beam size is 1.55 mm
1/e2 diameter and the main area of the smiley face in k-space is half of
the diameter of the pump. (b) Image of the conjugate (left) and the
probe (right) in the far field. The middle spot is the depolarized pump
light. (c) The re-imaged probe and (d) the re-imaged conjugate. There
is a polarizing beamsplitter before the vapor cell. With a wave plate we
can redirect the image to take a picture at the equivalent distance to the
cell position.
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Figure 4.9: Squeezing spectrum obtained using the Fourier setup shown
in Fig. 4.2 (a). The pump beam is at a one-photon detuning of 1.3 GHz,
the gain is ≈ 6, and no delay lines are inserted in any of the beams
for these measurements. The two-photon detuning is kept at -2 MHz
and the pump power is 650 mW. The total output power for each trace
is ≈ 500 µW . The traces are the thermal noise of the “eyes” in the
probe and “mouth” in the conjugate (black curve); intensity-difference
squeezing of twin mouths (green curve); the shot noise measurement (red
dashed curve); intensity-difference squeezing of Gaussian probe beam
(blue curve); intensity-difference squeezing of smiley face (red curve).
The size of smiley face is smaller than the Gaussian beam. The res-
olution bandwidth (RBW) is 1 kHz and the video bandwidth (VBW)
is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is 4 MHz.
The electronic noise is about 20 dB below the shot noise level and is not
subtracted from these traces.
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Figure 4.10: Squeezing spectrum obtained using the Fourier setup for
wide 4WM bandwidth. The pump beam is at a one-photon detun-
ing of 800 MHz, the gain is ≈ 6, and there is a delay line for the
conjugate images in each case. The two-photon detuning is kept at
-2 MHz and the pump power is 670 mW. The total output power for
each trace is ≈ 500 µW . The traces are the shot noise measurement
(red dashed curve); intensity-difference squeezing of twin mouths only
(green curve); intensity-difference squeezing of the entire smiley face
(red curve). The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz and the video
bandwidth (VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector
bandwidth is 45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from these
traces.
case this mode is also detected. In the present case, however, we integrate over probe
1 and conjugate 2 on a single detector, and now when energy is exchanged between
the two probe beams the correlations are rearranged between the two detectors and
the squeezing is reduced.
Figure 4.8 shows the k-space image in the 4WM gain region, quantum corre-
lated images in the far field, and the re-imaged outputs obtained using the Fourier
setup as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a). In Fig. 4.8 (b) the conjugate image is rotated by
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180◦ because of the momentum conservation in k-space. In the 4WM process the
probe frequency is much closer to the atomic line than the conjugate. Given this
smaller detuning of the probe compared to the conjugate, we expect to see stronger
nonlinear effects on the probe beam. The probe image experiences a self-focusing
effect that makes the focus position of the probe and conjugate slightly different
in Fig. 4.8 (b). To check the two-beam coupling effect we measure the correlation
between the twin images and compare it with the squeezing spectrum of the indi-
vidual Gaussian twin beams. In Fig. 4.9 the squeezing spectra of the whole smiley
face is similar to the squeezing with the Gaussian twin beams as expected. The low
frequency technical noise in the shot noise measurement is present on the squeez-
ing spectrum of the smiley twin (red) and the Gaussian twin (blue). However, the
Fourier configuration loses squeezing between individual features (such as the eyes
or mouths) of the probe and the conjugate images at low frequencies due to the
two-beam coupling effect. As we know, the probe or the conjugate beam itself is
a displaced thermal beam. The intensity difference noise of different parts of the
probe and the conjugate images will result in thermal noise.
In order to see the whole spectrum of the two-beam coupling effect we need
a wider squeezing bandwidth as shown in Fig. 4.10 using a smaller one-photon
detuning, smaller phase-matching angle (≈ 0.4◦), and a delay line in the conjugate
image. The squeezing spectrum shows that the noise from the two-beam coupling
effect mainly degrades the intensity-difference squeezing of the twin mouths only
at frequencies below 3.5 MHz. There is still around 1 dB excess noise (twin mouth
compared to twin whole face) at frequencies between 3.5 MHz and 6 MHz. Figure 4.4
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shows the excess noise from two-beam coupling is larger when the power of the
second beam is stronger. In the Fourier imaging setup the two-beam coupling effect
is more complicated because each pixel of the image experiences a different extent
of coupling in k-space. All in all, the main excess noise is still at the frequencies
below 5 MHz, but the noise spectrum will not be the same as the noise from the
two-beam coupling of Gaussian beams at equal power.
Figure 4.11 shows images obtained using the imaging setup of Fig. 4.2 (b). The
probe image in Fig. 4.11 (a) is taken at the position of the 4WM gain region. In this
case, each pixel of the image does not overlap with the others in the gain medium
and this eliminates cross talk between the pixels. Because of the Kerr lensing in the
vapor cell in this setup, the twin images in the far field are in the k-space shown
in Fig. 4.11 (b) and this makes it difficult to separate the twin images when high
spatial frequencies are present. For example in Fig. 4.12 (b), the twin images of the
letters in the far field will overlap with each other and with the depolarized pump
light. The high spatial frequency parts of the twin images in k-space, which include
part of the correlation in the twin images, might merge into the other image when
we try to separate and re-image them. We can remove the high spatial frequencies
with a low-pass spatial filter to make the twin images well separated in the far field,
as shown in Fig. 4.12 (d) and keep the quantum correlations between the images,
but we also lose resolution in the image. With the smiley face in Fig. 4.11, which
was designed to have a low spatial frequency, we are able to separate the twin images
in k-space and re-image them to check the correlations. The correlations between
the whole images obtained using the imaging setup shown in Fig. 4.13 give the same
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Figure 4.11: Images obtained from the imaging setup of Fig. 4.2 (b). (a)
The smiley face is mapped to the 4WM gain region with a beam diameter
reducing telescope. The pump beam size is 1.55 mm 1/e2 diameter and
the size of the smiley face is around one third of the diameter of the
pump. (b) Image of the conjugate (left) and the probe (right) in k-space
in the far field. The middle spot is the depolarized pump light. (c) The
re-imaged probe and (d) the re-imaged conjugate. There is a defect in
the camera on the upper right of the image (b).
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Figure 4.12: High spatial frequency images from the “imaging” setup of
Fig. 4.2 (b). (a) The image of the letters N and T at the position of the
Rb cell. (b) The twin images of the letters in the far field. Image of the
conjugate (left) and the probe (right) in k-space in the far field. The
middle spot is the depolarized pump light. (c) The image of the letters
N and T filtered to have lower spatial frequency in the Rb cell. (d) The
twin images of the letters with lower spatial frequency in the far field.
(b) and (d) are images in spatial frequency because of the Kerr lensing
effect. Note that the region of the dotted circles in (d) is darker than it
is in (b).
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result as the one using the Fourier setup, that is, their squeezing spectra are similar
to the squeezing spectrum of the Gaussian twin beams. The imaging setup also
avoids the exchange of energy between the pixels in the probe image caused by the
two-beam coupling effect.
In order to get a wider squeezing spectrum for the imaging setup, we decrease
the one-photon detuning to 800 MHz and the phase-matching angle to ≈ 0.4◦, and
add a delay line in the conjugate image. Figure 4.14 shows that both the entire twin
smiley faces and just the twin mouths have squeezing for frequencies to ∼10 MHz.
The squeezing spectrum of the twin smiley images and the Gaussian twin beams are
quite different here. The optical paths for both cases are exactly the same and we
only remove the smiley mask to measure the intensity difference of the Gaussian twin
beams as we did for the squeezing spectrum in Fig. 4.13. To explain the difference
in the squeezing spectrum we can check the k-space twin images in the far field
of the small phase-matching angle setup. The probe and conjugate images in the
far field, shown in Fig. 4.15 (b), are too close to separate clearly and to re-image.
The noise from the depolarized pump light and the length of the delay line for the
conjugate images are not the issues that cause the degradation in the squeezing
here since we still get good squeezing for the Gaussian twin beams with the same
optical path. Instead, the probe and conjugate images in real space are somewhat
distorted (Fig. 4.15 (c) and 4.15 (d)) because of the loss of high spatial frequency
components in the separation. This leads to a reduction of squeezing for the smiley
face. Compared with the squeezing obtained using the imaging setup with the large
phase-matching angle, we have a different frequency extent of squeezing for the
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Figure 4.13: Squeezing spectrum obtained using the imaging setup as
shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). The pump beam is at a one-photon detuning
of 1.3 GHz, the gain is ≈ 6, and no delay lines are inserted in any of
the beams for these measurements. The two-photon detuning is kept at
-2 MHz and the pump power is 650 mW. The total output power for each
trace is ≈ 500 µW . The traces are the thermal noise of the “eyes” in the
probe and “mouth” in the conjugate (black curve); intensity-difference
squeezing of twin mouths (green curve); shot noise measurement (red
dashed curve); intensity-difference squeezing of Gaussian probe beam
(blue curve); intensity-difference squeezing of smiley faces (red curve).
The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 1 kHz and the video bandwidth
(VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is
4 MHz. The electronic noise is about 20 dB below the shot noise level
and is not subtracted from these traces.
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Figure 4.14: Squeezing spectrum obtained using the imaging setup of
Fig. 4.2 (b) for wide 4WM bandwidth. The pump beam is at a one-
photon detuning of 800 MHz, the gain is ≈ 7, and there is a delay
line for the conjugate images in each case. The two-photon detun-
ing is kept at -2 MHz and the pump power is 670 mW. The total
output power for each trace is ≈ 500 µW . The traces are the shot
noise measurement (red dashed curve); intensity-difference squeezing of
twin mouths (green curve); intensity-difference squeezing of smiley face
(red curve); intensity-difference squeezing of Gaussian probe beam (blue
curve). The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz and the video
bandwidth (VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector
bandwidth is 45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from these
traces.
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Gaussian twin beams and for the twin images with the same optics and optical path
in the small phase-matching angle setup. The distortion in the images and the loss
of squeezing will be problems for direct quantum-correlated image measurements
on a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera. To avoid having to cut high spatial
frequencies we can use a larger phase-matching angle, which can give better spatial
resolution and intensity difference squeezing. The only disadvantage of the large
phase-matching angle is the smaller 4WM bandwidth.
4.5 Discussion
The two-beam coupling mechanism is discussed above starting from the cou-
pling between two Gaussian beams with the same frequency that causes excess noise
at measurement frequencies below the atomic transition linewidth. We consider two
Gaussian beams as two pixels of an image that can also have cross talk due to
the two-beam coupling effect if we do not map the image to the 4WM gain region
properly.
In the 4WM process we can focus a collimated Gaussian probe seed beam into
the gain region as in the Fourier setup. Then we get a pair of twin beams, the
probe and conjugate beams, in real space. We should see the two-beam coupling
effect degrades the squeezing if the twin beams are cut to half area from opposite
sides of the beams in real space. By contrast, in the imaging setup for the Gaussian
twin images, instead, we expect to see each pixel of the images of the Gaussian twin
beams is quantum correlated either in k-space or in real space and there should be
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Figure 4.15: Images obtained using a small phase-matching angle in the
imaging setup of Fig. 4.2 (b). (a) The smiley face is mapped to the 4WM
gain region with a beam diameter reducing telescope. The pump beam
size is 1.55 mm 1/e2 diameter and the size of the smiley face is around
one third of the diameter of the pump. (b) Image of the conjugate (upper
left) and the probe (lower right) in k-space in the far field. The middle
spot is the depolarized pump light. (c) The re-imaged probe and (d) the
re-imaged conjugate.
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no degradation in squeezing. That is, we might be able to maintain a good amount
of squeezing if we cut the Gaussian twin beams using the imaging setup with irises
because we assume that the Gaussian beam is also a kind of a multi-spatial-mode
image.
Quantum correlated images have been demonstrated using the four-wave mix-
ing process [30] and parametric down-conversion processes [59, 60, 77]. The expo-
sure time of the single shot in the imaging system of Ref. [60] using parametric
down-conversion is 100 ms. The difficulty in their experiment is to achieve a good
collection efficiency of the correlated photons and maintain the spatial resolution.
In our system we can send one of the Gaussian twin beams onto an absorbing object
or through a transparent mask, and measure the transmittance and the correlation.
4.6 Conclusions
We have examined dual-seeded twin-beam generation and intensity-difference
squeezing in 4WM in a Rb vapor pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser source. We have
identified the noise source from the two-beam coupling effect that causes excess
noise in the dual-seeded 4WM process. An intensity-dependent two-beam coupling
at low (< 5MHz) frequencies couples bright beams using the same atoms for gain,
and would present a problem with any pump system. The low-frequency two-beam
coupling can be avoided in many circumstances, such as in the case of the dual-
seeding for low-frequency squeezing introduced in [45], by seeding skew rays in the
gain medium.
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The two-beam coupling mechanism raises concerns for imaging applications,
as mixing the quantum correlations between spatial modes or image pixels could
severely impact the possibility of obtaining quantum-enhanced sensitivity or reso-
lution in such systems.
The two-beam coupling mechanism should be present in any high nonlinear-
ity 4WM system, not limited to Rb. While we have pointed out significant noise
sources for common implementations of atomic-vapor 4WM, we have also discussed
techniques to avoid the added noise in a number of circumstances, and the prospects
are still quite promising for using alkali-vapor-based 4WM in real applications.
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Chapter 5: High-frequency Noise in Four-wave Mixing from Diode
Laser Systems
5.1 Introduction
The generation of two-mode or “twin beam” squeezing from four-wave mixing
(4WM) in atomic vapors has led to a number of interesting scientific results [30,78],
but also has promise for potential applications outside of the laboratory [79–81].
Sub-shot-noise correlations or entanglement between the beams generated in this
system can potentially be used in random number generation [82, 83], continuous-
variable quantum communication [84–86], and metrological advances [20,21,29,87].
In the previous chapter we investigated the low-frequency excess noise from
the two-beam coupling effect. The noise from two-beam coupling happens when two
degenerate beams, near a transition resonance, cross in a Rb vapor cell. This noise
can be avoided when we send the two beams through the atoms as skew rays. Here
we investigate another process that degrades the squeezing at higher frequencies,
on the order of the bandwidth limit of the 4WM process (the bandwidth of the
4WM process is determined by number of factors including 1-photon detuning and
intensity of the pump beam). Different two-beam coupling effects in the nonlinear
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medium can explain some of the results.
The fundamental differences between pump light sources for squeezed light
generation have not yet been investigated. While many important advances in this
4WM system have been demonstrated using Ti:sapphire lasers as the pump source,
the movement of this squeezing technology out of the laboratory would require a
switch to laser systems based on diode lasers, or other more portable technologies.
There have been a number of advances in this regard using semiconductor-based
systems, and some problems have arisen that have been noted in the lab, but not
widely reported in the literature. Amongst the problems that we have noted is that
the use of diode lasers and semiconductor tapered amplifier technologies to generate
the power for pumping the 4WM process produces a qualitatively different behavior
in the squeezing spectrum at higher frequencies. In particular, the squeezing is lost
at a much lower frequency than when the system is pumped in a similar manner
with light generated by a Ti:sapphire laser, and that at frequencies above where the
squeezing is lost excess noise appears, whereas the Ti:sapphire systems return to
shot noise levels at higher frequencies. This bandwidth limit on the squeezing can
be seen at 4 MHz in Cs [55]; at 7 MHz [63], 2.5 MHz [88], and 3 MHz [89] in Rb. For
the 4WM pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser the squeezing is observed at frequencies
below 20 MHz and the noise of the twin beams is around the shot noise levels at
higher frequencies [90]. The squeezing bandwidth is usually smaller than 4 MHz
for the 4WM pumped by the diode laser systems (the squeezing bandwidth is no
bigger than the 4WM bandwidth, but maybe smaller when other noise is involved).
It can extend to 7 MHz if a decent squeezing is obtained [63]. However, in contrast
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to pumping with a Ti:sapphire laser the squeezing spectrum does not return to the
shot noise levels at high frequencies for the diode laser systems. This excess noise
was mentioned in [91], and while it was not clear that the noise source is from the
diode lasers rather than the semiconductor tapered amplifier, it is believed that
it comes from excess phase noise. Here we explore these effects and demonstrate
that the dual-seeding technique [45] that enables very low-frequency squeezing to be
obtained also allows us to recover squeezing over a similar bandwidth to that seen
with Ti:sapphire technology.
The 4WM interaction generates light at two frequencies, separated by the
ground state hyperfine splitting (3 GHz in 85Rb) below and above the pump fre-
quency, and indicated as the probe and conjugate, respectively. With the light
source from the Ti:sapphire laser, differing group velocity delays in the Rb vapor
for light near the probe and conjugate frequencies produce an apparent cut-off of
the squeezing in these 4WM systems around 4-5 MHz [64,66,90]. (The phenomenon
is not easily observed with the diode laser because of the diode laser excess noise.)
In fact, this delay produces an oscillation in the noise spectrum that is well-known
in rf engineering and has been noted in some early squeezed light investigations as
well [92]. This oscillation in the squeezing spectrum can be taken out by inserting
a ≈ 10 ns delay line into the conjugate beam path, recovering squeezing out to
the typical ≈ 20 MHz bandwidth that is expected from the gain bandwidth of the
4WM process. The squeezing observed with the delay line correction in place goes
smoothly to the shot noise level at a bandwidth that is set by the gain or pump
intensity (see [54]) and typically not much mention is made of this effect. In Fig. 5.1
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we display intensity-difference squeezing spectra taken using a Ti:sapphire pump
laser (using a single seed for the 4WM process). Here, the intensity of each beam is
digitized and the delay can be adjusted in software. Without a delay line the group
velocity difference makes the squeezing appear to go away at ≈ 5 MHz, while an
optimized delay of 10 ns results in a spectrum of squeezing without oscillations, that
smoothly approaches shot noise at about 20 MHz, and shows no significant excess
noise above the shot noise level across this range.
An interesting observation is that, while the above is true if the 4WM pump
is obtained from a Ti:sapphire laser, we have found that if the pump for the 4WM
process is generated using a semiconductor tapered amplifier seeded by diode lasers
the introduction of a delay line cannot fully recover the squeezing. In fact, large
amounts of excess noise appear in the spectra above the apparent squeezing cut-off,
as shown in Fig. 5.2. To our knowledge, all published intensity-difference squeez-
ing spectra generated using semiconductor diode and tapered-amplifier-based sys-
tems [55,63,88,89] exhibit a loss of squeezing at frequencies below the natural gain
bandwidth of the 4WM process and are consistent with our present observations.
Here we show that this behavior is not simply due to the lack of a proper delay be-
tween the probe and conjugate beams, but is intrinsic to using the tapered amplifier
seeded by a diode laser as the pump source of the 4WM.
Alkali vapor-based 4WM systems that employ semiconductor diode lasers and
tapered amplifiers appear to produce squeezing out to only a few MHz. Depending
on the individual system alignment and parameters, we have been able to extend
this to ≈ 12 MHz by using an appropriate delay line, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The
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Figure 5.1: Effect of delay lines on the intensity-difference noise spec-
trum. Spectra obtained from 4WM using a Ti:sapphire pump laser. The
intensity difference of twin beams with optimized delay on the conjugate
beam (red), the noise on the intensity sum of the twin beams (blue), the
shot noise (black), and the intensity difference noise with 300 ns delay
time on the conjugate beam (orange).
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Figure 5.2: Effect of delay lines on the intensity-difference noise spec-
trum. Spectra obtained from 4WM using diode lasers and a tapered
amplifier. The intensity difference of twin beams with optimized delay
on the conjugate beam (red), the noise on the intensity sum of the twin
beams (blue), the shot noise (black), and the intensity difference noise
with 300 ns delay time on the conjugate beam (orange).
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delay line cannot extend the squeezing out to the range of the gain bandwidth of
the 4WM process, however, as in the case with the Ti:sapphire pump.
The 4WM gain bandwidth can be seen in the noise spectra of the intensity
difference between two degenerate beams in Fig 5.3. In our normal setting for the
4WM, the gain bandwidth can be extended out to about 20 MHz at a one-photon
detuning of 800 MHz. Here, we show the gain bandwidth is only around 10 MHz
when the one-photon detuning is 1330 MHz. To make clear the fact of the gain
bandwidth we reduce the gain bandwidth by increasing the 1-photon detuning and
compensate the reduced gain by increasing the cell temperature. The low-frequency
excess noise from the two-beam coupling effect does not appear on the dual-seeded
4WM in Fig. 5.3 since the seeding power is small and the one-photon detuning is
large.
The dual-seeded 4WM process is a scheme that we recently introduced to
improve low-frequency squeezing [45] (and chapter 3 of the thesis) by removing
excess noise introduced by the seed laser and improving the intensity balance at
DC. Two seed beams at the probe frequency are introduced in symmetric directions,
so that one amplified probe beam and one conjugate beam fall on each of the two
detectors. In spite of the fact we do not fully understand this noise process, we find
that to a large degree this dual beam technique also can be used to remove the excess
noise that exists at high frequencies in the present situation. Figure 5.3 shows at
least 10 dB more noise in the single-seeded 4WM compared to the noise spectra of
the dual-seeded 4WM at frequencies above 5 MHz. This excess noise even appears
outside the typical gain bandwidth of the 4WM. For the excess noise within the gain
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Figure 5.3: Noise spectrum of dual-seeded 4WM from a tapered amplifier
seeded by a diode laser. The flat spectrum is the shot noise level (blue
dashed curve). The red and green curves are the noise spectra of the
difference of two degenerate beams. The cyan and grey curves are the
spectra of two independent single-seeded 4WM processes (These curves
are slightly different because they pass through different 4WM gain re-
gion.) and the black curve is for dual seeding, where both of these seeds
are present at half the power. The total output optical power for each
trace is 800 µW. The 4WM gain ≈ 20 in each case (pump power =
750 mW, cell temperature = 131 ◦C, ∆ = 1330 MHz, δ = −2 MHz).
There is no delay line for the conjugate beams in each case. The res-
olution bandwidth (RBW) is 30 kHz and the video bandwidth (VBW)
is 300 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is 45 MHz.
The electronic noise is subtracted from these traces.
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bandwidth of the 4WM we might think that the phase noise of diode lasers or the
tapered amplifier causes gain fluctuations that generate the excess noise. However,
the constant excess noise from a few megahertz to the frequencies outside the 4WM
gain bandwidth shows that the noise is not generated through the 4WM process.
As we mentioned before the noise of the twin beams returns to the shot noise
level at higher frequencies for the source derived from a Ti:sapphire laser. At fre-
quencies above ≈ 20 MHz it is out of the gain bandwidth for the 4WM process and
only shows shot noise if the probe seed is shot-noise-limited. From the intensity
noise result (see Fig. 5.10), in the absence of Rb vapor there is no obvious difference
between Ti:sapphire lasers and diode lasers at frequencies above 20 MHz. When the
beam passes through Rb vapor (see Fig. 5.11) we speculate that the phase noise has
been converted into intensity noise for the diode laser. We will demonstrate this ex-
cess noise with the noise test in the next section. In the 4WM process the amplified
probe beam and the conjugate beam contain similar excess noise within the 4WM
gain bandwidth because the twin beams are generated from the same noisy probe
seed beam. The excess noise is present in the twin beams at high measurement
frequencies when the 4WM gain fades away. Another way to investigate the source
of this noise would be to measure the bandwidth of the high frequency excess noise
with a high-speed photodetector and compare it with the phase noise measurement
for the diode laser.
Figure 5.4 shows the individual spectra for the two single-seeded 4WM pro-
cesses as well as the spectrum for the dual-seeded case at a one-photon detuning
of 800 MHz with the pump source from the tapered amplifier pumped by diode
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Figure 5.4: Spectrum of intensity-difference squeezing versus measure-
ment frequency. The flat spectrum is the shot noise level (red dashed
curve). The spectra of two independent single-seeded 4WM processes
(blue, black) and dual seeding (crossed beams), where both of these seeds
are present at half the power (red). The total output optical power of
each trace is 800 µW. The 4WM gain ≈ 6 in each case (pump power
= 750 mW, cell temperature = 119 ◦C, ∆ = 800 MHz, δ = −2 MHz).
There is a 10 ns delay line for the conjugate beams in each case. The res-
olution bandwidth (RBW) is 100 kHz and the video bandwidth (VBW)
is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is 45 MHz.
The electronic noise is subtracted from these traces.
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lasers. The squeezing spectrum for each single-seeded 4WM process does not con-
verge to the shot noise level at high measurement frequencies even if we have a delay
line for each conjugate beam. At this small one-photon detuning the dual-seeded
4WM shows squeezing out to 20 MHz with a ≈ 10 ns delay line in each conjugate
beam path. Dual-seeded 4WM from the diode laser system can remove the high
frequency noise and show the similar squeezing result as the single-seeded 4WM
from the Ti:sapphire laser. The excess noise at measurement frequencies below the
atomic transition linewidth is from the two-beam coupling effect.
We have shown the two-beam coupling effect by the comparison of crossed
beams and skew beams with the dual-seeded 4WM pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser
in the previous chapter. The high frequency noise is not present in the spectrum for
the 4WM pumped by the Ti:sapphire laser. Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 show the similar two-
beam coupling effect for the 4WM process pumped by a diode laser and a tapered
amplifier. The high frequency noise is present in each single-seeded 4WM case and
is removed to some extent in the dual-seeded 4WM case. The high frequency noise
cannot be removed completely because each single-seeded 4WM might experience
different loss and different gain if the phase-matching angles are slightly different or
the optical paths of the beams are different. Each beam contains different amounts of
the excess noise due to the gain difference and the loss difference. Another significant
difference between squeezed noise generated by the diode laser and the Ti:sapphire
laser is the noise at low frequencies. For the seeding with skew rays each single-
seeded 4WM process pumped by the Ti:sapphire laser has similar squeezing as the
dual-seeded 4WM at low frequencies. In Fig. 5.6 the single-seeded 4WM beams and
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Figure 5.5: Spectrum of intensity-difference squeezing versus measure-
ment frequency. The red dashed curve is the shot noise level. The spectra
of two independent single-seeded 4WM processes (blue, black) and dual
seeding (red), where both of these seeds are present at half the power
and crossed at the center of the pump beam in the 4WM gain region.
The total output optical power of each trace is 800 µW. The 4WM gain
≈ 5 in each case (pump power = 750 mW, cell temperature = 121 ◦C,
∆ = 800 MHz, δ = −2 MHz). There is a 10 ns delay line for the conju-
gate beams in each case. The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz
and the video bandwidth (VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The
detector bandwidth is 45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from
these traces.
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Figure 5.6: Spectrum of intensity-difference squeezing versus measure-
ment frequency. The red dashed curve is the shot noise level. The spectra
of two independent single-seeded 4WM processes (blue and black) and
dual seeding (red), where both of these seeds are present at half the
power and seeded by skew rays in the 4WM gain region. The total out-
put optical power of each trace is 800 µW. The 4WM gain ≈ 5 in each
case (pump power = 750 mW, cell temperature = 121 ◦C, ∆ = 800 MHz,
δ = −2 MHz). There is a delay line for the conjugate beams in each case.
The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz and the video bandwidth
(VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is
45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from these traces.
the dual-seeded 4WM beams have quite different squeezing at low frequencies when
the excess noise is too high. The degree of squeezing is the result of the competition
between the 4WM process and the noise from diode laser [93, 94].
The fact that the beams do not overlap in the gain medium and that we are
still able to subtract-out much of the excess noise at high frequencies is surprising
if the noise is dependent upon the path taken by the laser through the Rb vapor.
This suggests that the noise power measured there is not really “random” noise but
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a deterministic change of the correlations that is reproduced in both pairs of beams
and seems to be due to the diode laser since the noise does not appear when we use
a Ti:sapphire laser. This excess noise at high frequencies is somewhat dependent on
the optical alignment and this fact indicates that a careful balancing of two pairs
of twin beams may be able to largely remove it and allow us to recover squeezing
over an extended frequency range, as seen in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6. This makes the use
of tapered amplifiers as pumps potentially much more practical in a wider set of
contexts.
5.2 Noise Source Test
In this section, we compare the difference of probe seed beam noise and twin
beams noise, at high measurement frequencies, using three different laser sources to
pump the 4WM process. The first one (Source 1) has both probe seed beams and the
pump beam from a Ti:sapphire laser. The noise of Ti:sapphire lasers is quite clean
when the laser is in free run status. The laser becomes noisy and its linewidth is
broader when the Ti:sapphire is frequency stabilized to an external reference cavity
using its internal electronics. This is because the internal electronics is optimized
for stabilizing long term drifts, but makes short term noise worse. Therefore, we
tried to improve the low-frequency squeezing with diode lasers because we can lock
diode lasers easily. In the experiment for the low frequency squeezing the probe
seed beams are from a diode laser and the pump beam is from the tapered amplifier
seeded by a diode laser (Source 2). However, the 4WM with the pump from a diode
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Figure 5.7: Noise spectrum of the amplified probe beam, the conjugate
beam, and twin beams versus measurement frequency with light source 1
(Ti:sapphire laser). The blue curve is the measured shot noise level. The
spectra of two independent single-seeded 4WM processes (grey and cyan)
and dual seeding (black), where both of these seeds are present at half
the power; the spectra of the amplified probe beam and the conjugate
beam (red and green), respectively; the spectra of the amplified probe
beams and the conjugate beams from the dual-seeded 4WM (red dashed
curve and green dashed curve). The total output optical power of each
trace is 500 µW. The 4WM gain ≈ 5 in each case (pump power = 680
mW, cell temperature = 122 ◦C, ∆ = 800 MHz, δ = −2 MHz). There
is a delay line for the conjugate beams in each case. The resolution
bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz and the video bandwidth (VBW) is 100
Hz for these measurements. The detector bandwidth is 45 MHz. The
electronic noise is subtracted from these traces. Note that while both
probe and conjugate are incident on the same diode, their paths do not
overlap so it is possible to separate them out.
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Figure 5.8: Noise spectrum of the amplified probe beam, the conjugate
beam, and twin beams versus measurement frequency with the light
source 2 (a diode laser and a tapered amplifier). The conditions of the
4WM process are the same as the 4WM with the light source 1 in Fig. 5.7.
laser and a tapered amplifier will introduce high frequency noise. It is not clear
whether the diode laser is the noise source or the tapered amplifier. We have the
third setup with probe seed beams from a Ti:sapphire laser and the pump beam
from the tapered amplifier seeded by the Ti:sapphire laser (Source 3).
The amplified probe beam or the conjugate beam of the single-seeded 4WM
have similar noise spectra to the amplified probe beams or the conjugate beams of the
dual-seeded 4WM for the light source 1 in Fig. 5.7. The dual-seeded 4WM generates
two pairs of twin beams, the amplified probe beam 1, the conjugate beam 1, the
amplified probe beam 2, and the conjugate beam 2. The noise difference between
two amplified probe beams, or two conjugate beams, from the dual-seeded 4WM
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shows thermal noise at frequencies below the gain bandwidth. Most of the excess
noise, which includes both technical noise and unknown noise, from the probe seed
beams will be cancelled out in the noise difference of the pair of probe beams or the
pair of conjugate beams. As we expected, the noise of the amplified probe beam, or
the conjugate beam, from the single-seeded 4WM process pumped by light source 1
show similar thermal noise profiles at frequencies below the gain bandwidth.
For the 4WM process pumped by the light source 2, the noise spectra (Fig. 5.8)
looks totally different from the noise spectra in Fig. 5.7. The difference between
Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 is important for this discussion. The spectrum of squeezing in
Fig. 5.8 is also different from the spectra in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, even though they are
all from light source 2. We can keep the one-photon detuning fixed from the diode
laser with different settings for the current control and piezo control. With this
detuning fixed, as expected the shot noise looks the same for different current and
piezo settings, but the squeezing spectra can be totally different. This difference
might come from the phase noise of the diode laser at different current settings.
Another noise source from the tapered amplifier could contribute to the phase
noise in diode laser systems. There are two optical isolators after the diode laser to
prevent the feedback from the tapered amplifier. The amplitude of the light beam
with phase noise from the diode laser can be amplified by the tapered amplifier
and, in spite of the optical isolators, sent back to the diode laser. This feedback
process makes both the pump beam and the probe seed beams noisy. The squeezing
spectrum becomes noisy for certain seeding alignments into the tapered amplifier
when the phase noise of the diode laser is amplified through the feedback from the
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tapered amplifier.
Fig. 5.8 shows ≈ 10 dB of excess noise in the single-seeded 4WM process
(twin1 or twin2 compared to twin12). Comparing the single-seeded (probe1) noise
and dual-seeded (probe12) noise, suggests that this excess diode laser noise, from the
phase noise of diode laser systems, is appearing in the single-seeded probe beam and
its conjugate beam. Not only did the probe seed beams contribute phase noise to the
twin beams, but the pump beam noise also causes gain fluctuations in the thermal
beams and distorts the gain profile of the 4WM. The intensity difference noise of
two amplified probe beams, or two conjugate beams, is not as flat as the 4WM gain
profile (reflected in the noise spectra of probe12 or conjugate12) of light source 1
in Fig. 5.7. The overall squeezing spectrum of the dual-seeded 4WM displays the
squeezed noise with the excess noise from the phase noise of the probe beams and
the gain fluctuations due to the pump noise.
The dual-seeded 4WM from light source 1 and source 3 show the same noise
spectra, in Figs. 5.7 and 5.9. For these three light sources the light for both the probe
seed beams and the pump beam are all sent through fibers. We can switch the light
source between each source in a few minutes without changing the alignments, which
might change the noise property, for the 4WM. From the intensity difference noise
of two amplified probe beams, or two conjugate beams, the gain profile (reflected
in the noise spectra of probe12 or conjugate12) in Fig. 5.9 is quite smooth like the
gain profile in Fig. 5.7. This demonstrates that the pump beam source from the
tapered amplifier seeded by the Ti:sapphire laser is quite stable like the pump beam
from the Ti:sapphire laser directly. However, the feedback of the tapered amplifier
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Figure 5.9: Noise spectrum of the amplified probe beam, the conjugate
beam, and twin beams versus measurement frequency with the light
source 3 (Ti:sapphire seed with tapered amplifier). The conditions of
the 4WM process are the same as the 4WM with the light source 1 in
Fig. 5.7.
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to the Ti:sapphire laser can make the probe seed beams noisy. The single-seeded
4WM process from light source 3 still presents good squeezing, like light source 1,
but we can see the high frequency noise is present. In the low frequency region, the
4WM process dominates so that we can still obtain a certain amount of squeezing.
When we compare those two cases, we see that there is the difference in the noise.
The only change is inserting the tapered amplifier, so we conclude that it must be
the feedback from the tapered amplifier. The noise in the probe seed beams caused
by the feedback from the tapered amplifier appears in the amplified probe beams of
single-seeded 4WM at all measurement frequencies. Within the gain bandwidth of
the 4WM, the amplified probe beam and the conjugate beam have the same amount
of excess noise because the noise was generated through the 4WM process. When
the 4WM process is faded away, there is no gain and no conjugate so the difference
signal has the full excess noise of the probe at frequencies above ≈ 15 MHz.
The phase noise on the Ti:sapphire laser cannot be observed directly from the
intensity noise test in Fig. 5.10. The noise spectrum of the probe beam, as shown in
Fig. 5.11, from the Ti:sapphire laser shows excess noise at frequencies below 5 MHz
that is similar to the excess noise profile on the amplified probe beam in Fig. 5.7.
Fig. 5.10 shows the diode laser is shot-noise-limited like the Ti:sapphire laser at
high frequencies. From the noise measurement of the probe beam from the diode
laser, as shown in Fig. 5.11 where the beam passes through Rb vapor, it is not shot-
noise-limited anymore at high frequencies. (We do not understand this.) This could
explain why the noise on the diode laser introduces excess high frequency noise in
the twin beams. Although the probe beam from the light source 3 is shot-noise-
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Figure 5.10: Spectra of single beam noise, from different light sources,
by a single detector for each trace. The optical power of each trace is
500 µW. The red curve and the blue curve show the noise spectra of
beams from a diode laser and a Ti:sapphire laser, and a tapered ampli-
fier seeded by a diode laser and a Ti:sapphire laser, respectively. The
red dashed curve and the blue dashed curve show the noise spectra di-
rectly from the diode laser and the Ti:sapphire laser without seeding the
tapered amplifier. The resolution bandwidth (RBW) is 300 kHz and the
video bandwidth (VBW) is 100 Hz for these measurements. The detec-
tor bandwidth is 45 MHz. The electronic noise is subtracted from these
traces.
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Figure 5.11: Spectra of single beam noise, from different light sources,
on a single detector for each trace. The laser beams are sent through
the Rb vapor at the frequency of the probe beam. The total output
optical power of each trace is 100 µW. The red curve and the blue curve
show the noise spectra of the probe beams with the pump source from
the tapered amplifier seeded by a diode laser and a Ti:sapphire laser,
respectively. The red dashed curve and the blue dashed curve show the
noise spectra of the probe beams directly from the diode laser and the
Ti:sapphire laser without the tapered amplifier. The resolution band-
width (RBW) is 300 kHz and the video bandwidth (VBW) is 100 Hz for
these measurements. The detector bandwidth is 45 MHz. The electronic
noise is subtracted from these traces.
limited at high frequencies, as shown in Fig. 5.11, like the probe beam from the light
source 1, the amplified probe beam from the light source 3 could still be noisy, as
shown in Fig. 5.9, with the pump beam from the tapered amplifier.
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5.3 Discussion
The semiconductor-based laser system is an essential laser source for portable
squeezed light. However, there is a large amount of excess noise that appears in
the twin beams when the 4WM process is pumped by a diode laser with a tapered
amplifier. This noise could mostly be removed with the dual-seeded 4WM scheme.
In our setup for the 4WM pumped and seeded by a Ti:sapphire laser, the squeezing
can be extended to frequencies around 20 MHz by inserting a delay line into the
conjugate beam. The bandwidth of the squeezing corresponds to the bandwidth
of the thermal noise, the amplified probe noise or the conjugate noise. The upper-
bound frequency for seeing the thermal noise is the gain bandwidth of the 4WM
process. The high frequency excess noise is mainly present at frequencies outside
the 4WM gain region, which can explain why the noise of the probe seed in the Rb
vapor cannot be removed through intensity-balancing the twin beams.
By the comparison of the squeezed noise from three different light sources, it is
clear that the excess noise is mainly added to the probe seed beam in the Rb vapor.
Besides the phase noise from the diode laser system, the tapered amplifier could
also feedback to the diode laser seeding source. Also, the noise from the feedback
between the tapered amplifier and the seeding source can make the pump noisy. In
Fig. 5.11 we don’t see a clear noise difference of the probe seed beams in the Rb
vapor for the light source 1 and the light source 3. There is still a small amount of
high frequency noise present in the amplified probe beam in Fig. 5.9. It could be
the noise from the pump beam that contributes to the noise of the amplified probe
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Figure 5.12: Spectra of squeezed noise from different light sources. Com-
parison of (a) Fig. 5.7 with the pump and probe beams from a Ti:sapphire
laser, (b) Fig. 5.8 with the pump beam from a tapered amplifier and the
probe beam from a diode laser, and (c) Fig. 5.9 with the pump beam
from a tapered amplifier and the probe beam from a Ti:sapphire laser.
beam. In the future, we can measure the noise of the probe beam crossed by a noisy
pump beam at a larger or smaller angle in a Rb vapor cell, without the 4WM gain
to test this.
In the previous chapter we showed that the dual-seeded 4WM process with
skew rays shows better squeezed noise than the single-seeded 4WM process pumped
by a Ti:sapphire laser. We expected to see no difference between the single-seeded
4WM process and the dual-seeded 4WM process when we used the skew rays scheme.
From the noise test in the previous section there is a small amount of noise in
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Ti:sapphire lasers, as shown in Fig. 5.11, that can contribute excess noise to the
single-seeded 4WM process at high frequencies. This excess noise on the single-
seeded 4WM process can be removed with the dual-seeded 4WM scheme.
The excess noise is correlated and reproduced in both amplified probe beams
of the dual-seeded 4WM process for both the skew rays scheme and the crossed rays
scheme. In the previous chapter, the noise spectrum of the intensity-difference of
two probe seed beams, derived from the diode laser, crossing in the Rb vapor cell, as
shown in Fig. 4.5, shows the noise is reproduced in both probe seed beams and can
be removed with the dual-seeded 4WM scheme. However, the noise source could be
more complicated when there is too much feedback from the tapered amplifier to
the diode laser. The high frequency excess noise cannot be removed completely with
the dual-seeded 4WM if there is too much noise on the conjugate beam generated
by the pump source from the noisy tapered amplifier, as shown in Fig. 5.8.
We know that the 4WM process dominates the noise within the gain band-
width. The excess noise is present in the probe seed beam before it intersects with
the pump beam in the Rb vapor. All the excess noise will be reproduced in both
of the probe seed beams. This part of the noise is a technical noise that could be
cancelled out with the dual-seeded scheme. The noise spectrum of the conjugate
beam is quite similar to the amplified probe beam at low frequencies. It does not
approach the shot noise level at high frequencies. This noise might come from the
coupling between the noisy pump and conjugate beams.
Although the high frequency noise makes the squeezed light generated by
semiconductor-based systems difficult to use as a portable quantum light source, it
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still gives us a new idea to diagnose the noise source. The noise from the diode laser
is present in the twin beams at high measurement frequencies. We can even see the
excess noise on the amplified probe beam at low measurement frequencies. To our
knowledge the noise property of Ti:sapphire lasers (light source 1) is quite clean and
we do not see excess noise from the intensity noise test. Comparing the dual-seeded
4WM process with the skew rays scheme to the single-seeded process, we observed
the single-seeded 4WM process has a little more excess noise. There are still some
mechanisms that generate excess noise in the twin beams at high frequencies that
we do not fully understand. Measurements like the one described in this chapter
could help us to understand the as-yet unknown source of noise in our diode laser.
5.4 Conclusions
We have compared dual-seeded twin-beam generation and intensity-difference
squeezing in the 4WM pumped by a diode laser source and a Ti:Sapphire laser
source. The diode laser produces large amounts of excess noise in the intensity-
difference squeezing spectrum that is not observed in a similar system pumped by
a Ti:sapphire laser. We speculate the mechanism creating this noise is the phase
noise that becomes intensity noise in the probe seed beam in the Rb vapor cell. The
excess noise is mainly present at high frequencies because the quantum correlated
twin beams suppress the excess noise at frequencies below the 4WM gain bandwidth.
The dual-seeding technique also seems to be able to largely subtract the diode laser
induced noise, indicating that the source of the noise is indeed the light source that
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is shared by the two 4WM processes, and not the local atomic population in the
nonlinear medium, which does not have to be shared in this case.
The tapered-amplifier-induced noise could also be a significant problem, as
it prevents the observation of squeezing even under the dual-seeded 4WM scheme,
often over much of the gain bandwidth. The excess noise seems to be in the conjugate
beam when the pump source is noisy. The observation that the excess noise is
not subtracted suggests that it does not come from the 4WM process. It is not
clear whether or not other pump sources (fiber lasers, broad-area lasers, alkali-vapor
lasers) would be able to replace the tapered amplifier and still be as portable and
economical, while avoiding its noise properties. The diode laser and the tapered-
amplifier noise is potentially present in any “portable” 4WM source based on these
systems and should be investigated in any sensor or other measurement system
relying on quantum correlations in which it is used.
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Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks
In this thesis, our ultimate goal is to build a portable and affordable quan-
tum light source using semiconductor-based laser systems such as diode lasers and
tapered amplifiers. The diode laser can also be locked and frequency-narrowed sim-
ply through the feedback to the current controller. We point out what challenges
we need to solve to replace the Ti:sapphire laser as a pump source for the squeezed
light. For the current status we can build a portable and compact dual-seeded 4WM
module with a hot Rb vapor cell and two fiber collimators for the pump and probe
beams only. The squeezed light can be obtained by plugging in the fibers with laser
beams from either diode laser or Ti:sapphire laser systems. The function of the fiber
collimators is to satisfy the phase-matching condition easily.
6.1 Summary of Results
From our previous study with the Ti:sapphire laser system, we should be
able, in principle, to obtain squeezing for all frequencies below around 20 MHz, the
gain bandwidth of the 4WM process. The different group velocities of the probe
and conjugate beams reduces the cut-off of the squeezing to around 5 MHz. With
a ≈10 ns delay line in the conjugate beam path we can recover the squeezing at
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higher frequencies.
Theoretically, we can see squeezing at all frequencies within the 4WM gain
bandwidth (order of 20 MHz). The noise on the probe seed beam itself limits the
squeezing observed at low measurement frequencies. We implemented a dual-seeded
4WM scheme that helps us to obtain squeezing at acoustic frequencies (Chapter
3). By locking the laser, dual seeding the 4WM process, and using a larger phase-
matching angle, we have achieved squeezing at frequencies below 10 Hz.
With the dual-seeded 4WM, we noticed that the two-beam coupling (Chapter
4) degrades the squeezing at frequencies below the natural linewidth of the atomic
transition. Two-beam coupling can be mitigated by using low probe power or non-
intersecting probe beams in the gain medium. The problem also appears in the case
of generating quantum-correlated images when the probe image is projected into
the 4WM region in the Fourier plane. In that application we can eliminate this
two-beam coupling effect by imaging the seed into the 4WM region. Along with
the low-frequency squeezing technique, careful imaging should allow us to avoid the
deleterious effects of two-beam coupling and enable direct quantum-correlated image
measurements on a CCD camera.
Back to the single-seeded 4WM with the diode laser system, there is a large
amount of excess noise that appears in the twin beams at frequencies out of the gain
bandwidth for the 4WM process. In the dual-seeded 4WM scheme we showed that
most of the excess noise is a correlated noise that is reproduced in both amplified
probe beams and can be removed (Chapter 5).
With the results of our study of the quantum correlations of the squeezed
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light we can do absolute calibrations of photodiodes for a wide frequency range of
10 Hz to 10 MHz. The scheme of the loss measurement for optical elements by using
detectors with unknown quantum efficiencies has been demonstrated (Chapter 2).
We developed higher order correlation functions to estimate the gain of the probe
beam that also helps us to estimate the loss of the amplified probe beam in the
Rb vapor. The absolute quantum efficiencies of photodiodes can be derived from
the correlation functions and the loss measurements. The uncertainty level of the
calibration is mainly limited by the loss measurement of the window, which is around
2% due to the temperature drifts. As compared to uncertainties of 0.5% (k = 2)
achieved by Vahlbruch et al. [29] using single-mode squeezing.
6.2 Outlook and Remaining Questions
The dual-seeded 4WM scheme gives us a chance to revisit the well understood
squeezed light from the 4WM process in hot Rb vapor. We observed that the diode
laser has a certain amount of noise that causes excess noise, most obvious at high
measurement frequencies in the single-seeded squeezed light generation. For the
squeezed light obtained from the Ti:sapphire laser system there is a difference in
the amount of squeezing, as shown in Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.7, and 5.7, between the single-
seeded and skew dual-seeded 4WM that suggests there is an additional unknown
source of noise in the Ti:sapphire laser. We need to keep in mind that there will be
excess noise when we use the quantum light source in a weaker 4WM gain region. It
is important to study the mechanism of how the excess noise is added to the probe
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seed beam in the Rb vapor. Can we observe similar excess noise from solid-state
laser platforms? Can we use a cavity filter to remove the excess noise in the diode
laser system? We did not see an improvement in the noise at high frequencies when
the diode laser is locked and frequency-narrowed. However, a 40 dB improvement
in phase noise can be observed by injection-locking the diode laser system as seen
in Ref. [95]. This might be a solution to our noise problem. Is phase noise the main
noise source of the excess noise seen in the probe beam in hot Rb vapor?
For quantum-correlated imaging we obtained intensity-difference squeezing be-
tween each piece of the probe and the conjugate images. This is a promising result
for the direct measurements on a CCD camera. In order to get enough separation
between the scattered pump light and twin images we need a larger phase-matching
angle that also reduces the 4WM gain bandwidth. Will a smaller 4WM band-
width affect the result of the direct measurements with a CCD camera? The small
phase-matching angle limits the spatial frequency of the twin images, as shown in
Fig. 4.12. If the 4WM bandwidth does not matter for the direct quantum imaging
measurement, we can process the imaging with a higher spatial frequency. Fur-
thermore, we can check the squeezing levels obtained with the dual-seeded imaging
although it would be challenge to avoid the two-beam coupling with dual-seeded
imaging. Method 2 (the amplified seeded beam balanced by its conjugate and a
second seed that goes around the gain) in chapter 3 might be a good compromise
allowing low-frequency squeezing while avoiding overlap between images.
We observed 60 Hz spikes in the low-frequency squeezing experiment. It was
hard to figure out the source of this when we used the diode laser system. The noise
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can be from the diode laser, the tapered amplifier, or some other pickup (ground
currents in the optical table). If we compare the different light sources used in
chapter 5, we hope to improve the diagnosis of the 60 Hz noise spikes and hope to
obtain a clean spectrum at low frequencies.
Another application of squeezed light is for the absolute calibration of photo-
diodes. When we mention the applications of squeezed light we might expect to beat
the traditional methods. For the photodiode calibration we cannot hope to beat the
traditional calibration method unless we have better loss measurements along with
the quantum correlated twin beams. We believe that it is worthwhile to make such
improved loss measurement because of the intrinsic advantage of the technique that
does not require previously calibrated detectors. For the loss measurements with
the trap detectors, we don’t need to have calibrated trap detectors, but we do need
a stable coherent light source for the reference detector and signal detector since
the trap detectors operate at low frequencies and need a long integration time to
collect the signal. Finally, since the loss of the optical elements does not vary with
the measurement frequencies, we can ask if we can perform the loss measurement
simply via the twin beams with high-speed photodiodes?
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